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Abstract
Background: S-adenosylmethionine is a source of diverse chemical groups used in biosynthesis
and modification of virtually every class of biomolecules. The most notable reaction requiring S-
adenosylmethionine, transfer of methyl group, is performed by a large class of enzymes, S-
adenosylmethionine-dependent methyltransferases, which have been the focus of considerable
structure-function studies. Evolutionary trajectories of these enzymes, and especially of other
classes of S-adenosylmethionine-binding proteins, nevertheless, remain poorly understood. We
addressed this issue by computational comparison of sequences and structures of various S-
adenosylmethionine-binding proteins.
Results: Two widespread folds, Rossmann fold and TIM barrel, have been repeatedly used in
evolution for diverse types of S-adenosylmethionine conversion. There were also cases of
recruitment of other relatively common folds for S-adenosylmethionine binding. Several classes of
proteins have unique unrelated folds, specialized for just one type of chemistry and unified by the
theme of internal domain duplications. In several cases, functional divergence is evident, when
evolutionarily related enzymes have changed the mode of binding and the type of chemical
transformation of S-adenosylmethionine. There are also instances of functional convergence, when
biochemically similar processes are performed by drastically different classes of S-
adenosylmethionine-binding proteins.
Comparison of remote sequence similarities and analysis of phyletic patterns suggests that the last
universal common ancestor of cellular life had between 10 and 20 S-adenosylmethionine-binding
proteins from at least 5 fold classes, providing for S-adenosylmethionine formation, polyamine
biosynthesis, and methylation of several substrates, including nucleic acids and peptide chain release
factor.
Conclusion: We have observed several novel relationships between families that were not known
to be related before, and defined 15 large superfamilies of SAM-binding proteins, at least 5 of which
may have been represented in the last common ancestor.
Background
S-adenosylmethionine (SAM or AdoMet) is a conjugate of
nucleotide adenosine and amino acid methionine, two
ubiquitous biological compounds that almost certainly
were present in the common ancestor of living cells and
may have been found in the prebiotic environment on
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Earth, predating the origin of Life itself [1]. SAM is an
essential metabolic intermediate in every studied cellular
life form, and each cellular organism has several SAM-uti-
lizing enzymes. One relatively well-understood biological
role of SAM is to donate methyl groups for covalent mod-
ification of different substrates – from as simple as oxi-
dized arsenic, chloride, bromide, and iodine ions [2-4], to
as complex as rRNA, tRNA, and essential proteins, whose
methylation status can serve as a regulatory signal for mat-
uration and control interactions with other macromole-
cules ([5-7] and references therein).
Methyl transfer is but one of many biochemical processes
requiring SAM. Enzymatic reactions that involve interac-
tion of proteins with SAM or its structurally similar deriv-
atives include transfer or methylene, aminoalkyl, ribosyl,
and 5'deoxyadenosyl groups; formation of 5'deoxyadeno-
syl radical, which can be used as a redox intermediate in
many reactions; SAM decarboxylation; and de novo syn-
thesis of SAM from adenosine and methionine. There are
also numerous interactions between SAM and non-enzy-
matic proteins, where SAM serves as a ligand triggering a
regulatory change in the effector protein.
Despite the interest in this amazing variety of functions
associated with SAM, and the known three-dimensional
structures for representatives of almost every class of SAM-
dependent enzymes, the structural, functional, and evolu-
tionary relationships between the SAM-binding domains
remain not well understood. Do all or some of the SAM-
binding proteins share common evolutionary ancestry?
How many distinct structural modes of interaction
between SAM and protein are there? Is there strong or
weak correlation between conservation of sequence and
structure, the mode of SAM binding, and the chemical
reaction facilitated by the enzyme? Finally, what may have
been the repertoire of SAM-binding proteins in the ances-
tral organisms – in particular, in LUCA, the Last Universal
Common Ancestor of the three present-day domains of
Life – Bacteria, Archaea, and Eukarya?
We sought to address these questions by comparing
sequences and structures of various groups of SAM-bind-
ing domains recognized in proteins. We describe several
previously unsuspected relationships between some of
such groups, predict novel members for many of them,
and conclude that LUCA may have had more than a dozen
of SAM-binding proteins, belonging to several distinct
folds.
Results and discussion
We have adopted the iterative comparison strategy, using
the known or suspected SAM-binding protein domains as
the queries in increasingly sensitive probabilistic methods
of sequence modeling and database searching. In many
cases, a SAM-binding part of the protein constitutes only
part of the polypeptide chain. For example, methyltrans-
ferases typically consist of well-conserved SAM-binding
portions and highly variable substrate-binding regions,
sometimes further supplemented with portable domains
also found in otherwise unrelated proteins, such as
chromo domain interacting with methylated histone tails
in eukaryotes, or PUA domain that probably interacts
with RNA [8]. In this work, we are concerned with the pro-
tein moieties that bind SAM, so we neither examine these
other domains, not consider methyltransferases that uti-
lize other sources of methyl groups, like folate or methyl-
cobalamin derivatives. We did not describe
isoprenylcysteine carboxyl methyltransferase (ICMT), an
integral endoplasmic reticulum membrane protein with
unknown structure [9,10] (reviewed in ref. [11]).
The phylogenetic relationships inside of several recog-
nized groups of SAM-binding proteins, especially within
Rossmann-fold SAM-dependent methyltransferases, have
been reviewed recently [12,13]. Although we summarize
and extend their observations, our main focus is on the
analysis of more distant, previously unexamined,
relationships.
Versatile α/β architectures adapted for SAM binding
Rossmanoids: ancient and ubiquitous SAM-dependent transferases
The majority of SAM-dependent methyltransferases
belong to a large class of enzymes with the Rossmann-like
fold, one of the more common arrangements of protein
spatial structure, observed in dozens of diverse families of
enzymes [14]. SAM-dependent methyltransferases are a
large group of enzymes within the Rossmanoid class, and
they account for a substantial fraction of all proteins in
completely sequenced genomes; for example, with 1.7%
of genes in Helicobacter pylori J99 coding for known or
predicted SAM-dependent methyltransferases, this group
makes the list of 10 most commonly used sequence and
structure families in that species [15].
In the most basic arrangement, the Rossmann-like fold
consists of alternating β-stranded and α-helical regions,
with all strands forming a central relatively planar β-sheet,
and helices filling two layers, one on each side of the
plane. As with many other Rossmann-like folds, the N-ter-
minal β-strand of methyltransferases is located in the mid-
dle of the sheet, and the strand topology is 3214576, with
the 7th strand antiparallel to all other strands (Figure 1a).
Yet another typical feature of Rossmanoid enzymes is that
the functionally important, conserved residues are often
located in the C-termini of the β-strands or in the adjoin-
ing loops [14]. Some methyltransferases conform to this
plan quite well, with an occasional addition of an extra
helix or a β-hairpin [16], or, rarely, deletion of one or bothBMC Structural Biology 2005, 5:19 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1472-6807/5/19
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Fold and topology of SAM binding proteins Figure 1
Fold and topology of SAM binding proteins. Corresponding fragments of cartoon and topology representations of 
selected structures were rainbow colored from N-terminal (blue) to C-terminal (red) end. Less significant fragments of sec-
ondary structure were left white in topology diagrams. Reference to other representative structures are provided (in paren-
theses) as SCOP sunid numbers (i.e. ref. [139]). (a) 1ej0A, Rossmann-fold methyltransferase (53335 excluding: 102555, 69556, 
69557, and 69560); (b) 1l1eA, cyclopropane fatty acid synthase (69560); (c) 1mjfA, spermidine synthase (69557); (d) 1vhvA, 
porphyrin C-methyltransferase (53789); (e) 1j6rB, Met synthase reactivation domain (methyltransferase; 56506); (f) 1mxiA, 
SPOUT methyltransferase (89629, 75218); (g) 1r30A, SAM dependent radical enzyme (102114); (h) 1mvhA, SET domain 
methyltransferase (82199); (i) 1rqpB, 5'-fluoro-5'-deoxyadenosine synthase (102521, 101851); (j) 1m7y, 1-aminocyclopropane-
1-carboxylate (ACC) synthase (53441, 64130, and similar but different: 53439); (k) 1vkyA, tRNA-ribosyl transferase-isomerase 
(111338); (l) 1o9tB, methionine adenosyltransferase (55972); (m) 1cmc, MetJ – methionine repressor (dimer; 100972); (n) 
1msvA, SAM decarboxylase (56275); (o) 1pbjA, CBS domain (dimer; 54630 – not all CBS domains bind SAM); (p) 1kzfA, acyl-
homoserine lactone synthase (75508).
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of strands 6 and 7 [17]. Most methyltransferases, however,
contain additional domains appended or inserted into the
basic Rossmann fold [16].
Notwithstanding the insertions of additional domains
and structural elaborations, comparative sequence analy-
sis of the Rossmann-fold methyltransferases identifies the
set of five highly conserved regions of the SAM-binding
region, each centered on one or more nearly-invariant res-
idues (Figure 2). They correspond to motifs I-V from
motifs initially proposed for DNA:m5C MTases by Posfai
et al. [18] (reviewed in refs. [12,19]), but some of the con-
served residues highlighted in this work have not been
pointed out before (see below). Each motif has a clear
counterpart at the structural level. Five motifs are arranged
in the same linear order in almost all known methyltrans-
ferases, with a notable exception of several groups of
DNA- and RNA-methyltransferases, where circular permu-
tation of the sequence results in a main chain fission after
motif II, while the spatial structure of the domain and
mode of SAM binding remain virtually unperturbed (dis-
cussed in more detail by Bujnicki [20]).
The first conserved sequence block (Motif I) includes in its
C-terminal part the consensus GxGxG, considered the
hallmark SAM-binding site of the Rossmann-fold SAM-
dependent methyltransferases. None of three glycine resi-
dues is universally conserved, but the replacements are
typically by the residues with small side chains, or with
propensity of bending the main chain. This agrees with
the structure data, indicating that the consensus is located
in a loop connecting the first β-strand and the α-helix in
the Rossmann fold core. The complete β-strand and part
of the preceding loop are also part of Motif I. In the mid-
dle of β-strand 1, there is an exceptionally well conserved
acidic residue (D or E); one or more conserved positively
charged residues are found close to the N-terminus of this
strand (Figure 2).
Motif II encompasses β-strand 2 and adjoining turn. A
partially conserved acidic residue is common at the C ter-
minus of this strand. Motif III corresponds to β-strand 3,
located at the edge of the β-sheet in the Rossmann fold.
An acidic residue is partially conserved close to the C-ter-
minus of this strand, too. Whenever the substrate (SAM),
its analogs, or reaction product (SAH) are co-crystallized,
they are found close to the invariant residues in Motifs I-
III (Figure 2 and see below).
Motif IV consists of β-strand 4 and the flanking loops. In
this motif again, there is a well-preserved D/E/N residue,
located at the extreme N-terminus of the strand, i.e. at the
side of the fold that is not involved in substrate binding.
Motif V corresponds to the helix following the strand with
motif IV. In some Rossmann-fold methyltransferases, it
serves as a scaffold for large hydrophobic or aromatic side
chains that stabilize the adenine moiety of AdoMet, but it
many cases it has been shows these residues are not essen-
tial for the MTase activity [21]. Finally, Motif VI corre-
sponds to Strand 5 of the β-sheet, and the preceding tight
turn with a nearly-invariant glycine residue.
Several residues from Motifs I-V are known to make direct
contact with SAM. In particular, one or more residues in
"GxGxG" loop are in contact with the carboxypropyl moi-
ety of SAM, while conserved acidic residue in Motif II
forms hydrogen bonds with the ribose hydroxyls (Figure
2; ref. [22]). Variable residues at the C-termini of strand 2
(Motif II) and conserved acidic residue in Strand 3 (Motif
III) interact with the nitrous base, while variable residues
C-terminal to Strand 4 (Motif IV) appear to contact the
amino and sulfonium groups of the methionine moiety of
SAM [22]. Residues from motif IV, VI, VIII, and sometimes
X are associated with the catalytic pocket, where residues
from motif V and VII are important mostly for the struc-
tural stability [19,23].
The roles of other conserved residues in SAM-dependent
methyltransferases are less well understood. Near-omni-
presence of the D/E residue in Motif I suggests that it has
an important role. It has been noted [24], that in FtsJ RNA
methyltransferase this residue coordinates SAM through a
water molecule. In fact, in all 3-D structures of methyl-
transferases where solvent molecules are present (i.e. PDB
structure 1EJ0, 1KYW, and 2ADM), the oxygen atoms in
the carboxyl group of this D/E residue make direct con-
tacts with two water molecules, one of which is capable of
forming a hydrogen bond with the side chain of methio-
nine moiety of SAM. In some ribose 2'-O-MTases, D/E
amino acid conserved in motif I is substituted by tyrosine
(Figure 2 and ref. [25]), and it has been proposed that this
residue could be used to directly (not via the water mole-
cule) coordinate the amino-carboxyl end of SAM (J.M.
Bujnicki, personal communication).
These observations are of interest for understanding the
mechanism of methyl transfer by Rossmann-fold methyl-
transferases. Two best-studied groups of transferases that
have Rossmann-like fold and use a nucleotide derivative
as a cofactor, namely ATPase-like kinases and nucleoside
diphospho-sugar transferases, appear to require a divalent
metal cation for polarization of water molecule that can
then attack a scissile phosphoester bond [26-29]. Methyl-
transferases, on the other hand, need to work on a C-S+
bond in SAM, but do not seem to have any metal ion
bound in the appropriate position (even though divalent
cations have been included in some crystallization
media). The proposals for reaction mechanisms of differ-
ent classes of SAM-dependent methyltransferases include
nucleophilic catalysis, with the identity of nucleophileBMC Structural Biology 2005, 5:19 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1472-6807/5/19
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Multiple sequence alignment of Rossmann-fold methyltransferases and nicotianamine synthase Figure 2
Multiple sequence alignment of Rossmann-fold methyltransferases and nicotianamine synthase. Sequences are 
denoted by NCBI gi number, short protein name (when available, otherwise COG/KOG/Pfam number was used), and abbrevi-
ated species name (as in UniProt Knowledgebase [140]). Nicotianamine synthase is marked by a blue box. Conserved motifs 
are labeled above the alignment. Conserved residues are marked by asterisk. Consensus positions of the secondary structure 
elements are shown above the alignment. Numbers in parentheses indicate number of residues omitted for clarity. Residues 
are highlighted according to the amino acid properties. Gray shading indicates conservation of single residue. Red font indi-
cates conservation of acidic residues (D, E). Cyan font indicates conservation of Ser/Thr (S, T). Blue gray font with yellow 
shading indicates conservation of aliphatic residues (I, L, V). Dark blue font indicates conservation of basic residues (H, K, 
and R). Green font indicates conservation of tiny residues (A, G, and S). Blue font with yellow shading indicates conserva-
tion of aromatic residues (F, H, W, and Y). Pink font indicates conservation of charged residues (D, E, H, K, and R). Dark 
green font indicates conservation of small residues (A, C, D, G, N, P, S, T, and V). Bright blue font indicates conservation 
of polar residues (C, D, E, H, K, N, Q, R, S, and T). Blue font with pale yellow shading indicates conservation of big resi-
dues (E, F, H, I, K, L, M, Q, R, W, and Y). Black font with yellow shading indicates conservation of hydrophobic residues (A, 
C, F, G, H, I, L, M, T, V, W, and Y).
                                            motif I                          motif II                      motif III   motif IV          motif V        motif VI
gi number,name,species           sssss      h----h---h-hhhh-hh     sss-sss     hhhhhhhhhhh       hh--hh s---s-s----s             ssssss         hhhhhhhh---hh       ssssss  h  sssss
17374834 DNMT2_HUMAN     1 --MEPLRVLELYSGVG-G----M---H-HALR-ESCIPAQVVA-AIDV---NTVANEVYKYNF-----PHTQ--LLAK---T-I----EGI-TL---EE(5)FDMILMSPPc(17)nsFLHILDI---LPRLQKLPKYILLENvkgfeVSSTRD
7299276  ART4_DROME    176 VDFQDKIVLDVGAGSG-I----L---S-FFAV-QAGA--AKVY-AIEA---SN-MAQYAQQLV(4)VQHKIS--VIPG---K-I----EEI-EL---PEKV--DVIISEPMg(5)ermLETYLHA---RKW-LKPQGKMYPTH(14)sEQYNKA
7299364  ART1_DROME     88 HLFQGKTVLDVGCGTG-I----L---S-MFAA-KAGA--AQVI-AVDC---SN-IIEFARQVV(4)LQDVIT--VVKG---K-I----EEI-EL---PN(4)VDIIISEWMg(5)esmLDTVLYA---RDKWLKKDGMMFPDRg--tlYITAIE
20093722 PCM_METKA      79 DPRPGHKVLEVGAGSG-Y----H---A-AVVA-ELVKPDGRVI-TVER---IPELADFARNNL(4)YDRFVK--VLVG---D-G----TKG-YP---PEAPY-DRILVTAG-------APDVPES---LLEQLKPGGKMVIPV(17)eIRRRRH
21465733 GidB_ECOLI     62 PYLQGERFIDVGTGPG-L----P---G-IPLS-IVRPE-AHFT-LLDS---LGKRVRFLRQVQHELKLENIE--PVQS---R-V----EEF-PS---EPPF--DGVISRAFa-----sLNDMVSW---CHHLPGEQGRFYALK(17)eSVVKLQ
17552558 KOG3420_CAEEL  44 IGFEGKKLIDIGCGCG-M----L---M-TTAA-TMYEL-ETVL-GVDI---DDEALKICSRNL(4)VQDRCE--LLQA---D-I----LDP-ES---DL(4)FDVAVINPPf(5)agiDMQFVQI---GLQMVRPGGSVFSLH(4)rdYILKNA
15643511 Gcd14_THEMA    97 DVKEGDRIIDTGVGSG-A----M---C-AVLA-RAVGSSGKVF-AYEK---REEFAKLAESNL(4)LIERVT--IKVR---D-I----SEG-FD---EK(2)-DALFLDVP------dPWNYIDK---CWEALKGGGRFATVC(5)vqETLKKL
14521938 COG2263_PYRAB  44 GDIEGKVIADLGAGTG-V----L---S-YGAL-SLGA--KKVY-AVEV---DEDAVEILKTNLKK-FEGKFE--VFIG---D-V----SSF-KV---RV----DTVIMNPPf(4)khaDRPFLLK---AFEIS---DVVYSIH(19)lITHRLT
17865746 HemK_SALTY    107 PVKT-CRILDLGTGTG-A----I---A-LALA-CERPD-CEVT-AVDR---MPDAVALAIRNAEHLAIRNVR--ILQS---C-W----FSA-LS---GQQF--DMIVSNPPy(28)adLTHIIDN---ARQMLTPGGFLLLEH(7)vrAVFRRS
24212081 PEAM1_ARATH   279 NLKPGQKVLDVGCGIG-G----G---D-FYMA-EKFD--VHVV-GIDL---SVNMISFALERAIG-LSCSVE--FEVA---D-C----TTK-HY---PDNS-FDVIYSRDTilh-iqdKPALFRT---FFKWLKPGGKVLISD(49)fMQVLKR
23200293 COMT_MEDSA    197 GFEGLKSLVDVGGGTG-A----V---I-NTIV-SKYPT-IKGI-NFDL---PHVIEDA--PSY-----PGVE--HVGG---D-M----FVS-IP---KA----DAVFMKWIc(4)dehCLKFLKN---CYEALPDNGKVIVAE(30)kERTQKE
14520947 Met-10+_PYRAB 179 MAQEGEVVFDMFAGVG-P----F---S-ILLA-KKA---ELVF-ACDI---NPWAIKYLEENIKLNKVNNVV--PILG---D-S----REI-EV---KA----DRIIMNLPk-----yAHEFLEH---AISCINDGGVIHYYG(26)eVLGKRV
21431825 PIMT_ARATH     80 HLKPGMRVLDVGSGTG-Y----L---T-ACFA-VMVGTEGRAI-GVEH---IPELVASSVKNI(11)RSLAV--HV-G---D-G----RQG-WA---EFAPY-DAIHVGAA-------APEIPEA---LIDQLKPGGRLVIPV(5)dlQVVDKN
15669418 COG2521_METJA 131 KVKKGEKVLDTCMGLG-Y----T---A-IEAY-RRG---AEVI-TIEK---NPNVLELAKINP(5)FKGGIK--IILG---D-A----YDV-IK---RF(4)FDVVIHDPPr(5)hlySEEFYKE---IFRVLKPGGRLFHYV(16)mERLRKV
13473166 COG0500_RHILO  41 LSLEGKTVLDIGCGSG-G----I---T-LHLV-ERHGA-ARAT-GFDV---EQPVIEAARRRA(4)LSDRAS--FVQA------------P-PG---AL(6)FDAVFSKDA-------LLHVPDK(6)IFRVLKPGGVFAASN(15)yIAAEGL
15613250 TrmA_BACHD    307 NLTGSETVIDAYCGIG-T----I---S-LFLA-QQA---KHVY-GVEI---VPEAISDAKRNARLNGFANVQ--FAVG---D-A----EKV-MP---WW(7)-DVIVVDPPrk---gcDEALLKT---ILN-MKPDRVVYVSCn---pATLARD
731019   TEMT_MOUSE     52 GGVGGDVLIDIGSGPT-I----Y---Q-LLSA-CEVF--REII-VTDY---TPQNLQELQKWL(34)RTVTR--VLRC---D-V----TKT-PP---LG(5)LADCVLTFLa(7)idtYRAALRR---LAGLLKPGGHLVTLV(20)kEVVEKA
22001590 FlpA_METKA     73 PFEEGSKVLYLGAAAG-T----T---P-SHVS-DIIKESGVEY-CVEF---ASRMMQELIPVC-E-KRPNMI--PILG---D-A----TKP-HG---YA(5)VDVIYQDIAqp---kqAEVVADN---AEAFLRPGGYVIVAIka-rsIDVTKE
16079790 YrrM_BACSU     51 SVKQPKKILEIGTAIG-Y----S---A-IRMA-LELPS-AEIY-TIER---NEKRHEEAVNNI(4)LDDRIH--VFYG---D-A----LEL-AD---AV(5)YDVIFIDAAk----gqYQNFFHL---YEPMLSPDGVIITDN(20)rLVAKID
15237618 KOG2904_ARATH 197 EWFKKDIWADLGTGSG-A----I---A-IGIA-KVLGSRGRVI-ATDL---SPVAIAVAGHNV(4)LEGMIE--VREG---S-W----FEP-LK---DL(4)V-GLVSNPPy(29)dsLFHLCHG---ASRMLQPGGFFVFET(5)skMIVDYM
732118   RsmC_ECOLI    193 TPHTKGKVLDVGCGAG-V----L---S-VAFA-RHSPK-IRLT-LCDV---SAPAVEASRATLAA-NGVEGE--VFAS---N-V----FSE-VK---GRF---DMIISNPPf(7)ldaAQTLIRG---AVRHLNSGGELRIVA(15)fHEVIAQ
15899066 CbiT_SULSO     37 RIKKGDKVLDIGCGTG-S----I---T-VEAS-LLVGNSGRVY-GIDK---EEKAINLTRRNA(4)VLNNIV--LIKG---E-A----PAI-LS---TINEKFDRIFIGGGs----ekIKEIISA---SWEIINKGGRIVIDAil-leTVNNAL
16764439 YccW_SALTY    224 RYVENQRVLNCFSYTG-G----F---A-VSAL-M-GGC-RQVV-SVDT---SQDALDIARQNV(5)DLSKAE--FVRD---D-V----FKL-LR---AY(6)FDVIIMDPPk(12)rgYKDINML---AIQLLNPGGILLTFS(11)kIIADAA
455655   PrmA_ECOLI    155 DLTG-KTVIDFGCGSG-I----L---A-IAAL-KLGA--AKAI-GIDI---DPQAIQASRDNA(4)VSDRLE--LYLP---K-D----QPE-EM---KA----DVVVANILa----gpLRELAPL---ISVLPVSGGLLGLSG(29)rITGRKN
14549159 FBRL_HUMAN    156 HIKPGAKVLYLGAASG-T----T---V-SHVS-DIVGPDGLVY-AVEF---SH-RSGRDLINLAK-KRTNII--PVIE---D-A----RHP-HK---YR(5)VDVIFADVAq----pdQTRIVAL--nAHTFLRNGGHFVISI(10)aEAVFAS
12230965 RrmJ_PSEAE     45 ILRPGMTVVDLGAAPG-G----W---S-QVTS-RVIGDRGRLI-ASDI---L----EM--DSI-----PDVT--FIQG---D-F----TED-AV---FA(11)DLVISDMAp(14)ylCELALDL---AGRVLRPGGDFLIKI(13)rEMFDKV
16799285 COG4123_LISIN  45 PIRK-GKIIDLCSGNG-I----I---P-LLLS-TRTK--AQIV-GVEI---QERLADMAKRSV(4)LEDQIE--IIEY---D-L----NHI-TD---LI(5)-DIVTCNPPy(23)ctLEDTIRV---AASLLKQGGKANFVH(36)lVEGIKD
3023819  YD76_METJA     43 VIKPGKIVLDLGCAPG-G----W---M-QVAR-EIVGDKGFVI-GIDL---QP--VKPFEY-------DNVV--AIKG---D-F----TLE-EN---LN(13)DVVISDASp(14)dlVTTALQI---ATEMLKERGNFVAKV(34)vYVIAKR
15669643 COG4076_METJA  31 VVDEDDVVFDLGTGSG-I----L---A-MIAA-KKA---KKVY-AIEL---DPFTYDYAKENIKVNGFNNIE--IIEG---D-A----STY-NF---KEKA--DVVIAELLd(8)vkvMNSIIER---GFL--KEDVKIIPAK-----AISTIQ
15615070 SUN_BACHD     249 APRPGERILDACAAPG-G----K---S-THMA-ERMDGEGTIV-SLDM---HRHKVKLIEEQA(5)DNIKAQ--TLDA---RkA----REV-FA---DEPF--DRILVDAPc(25)nvQLDILSS---VAKLVKPGGLLIYST(6)enEQVIAE
21362981 TAM_RHILO      28 PVDFPRRVVDIGCGPG-N----S---T-ELLV-QRWPD-AQVS-GFDT---SPDMIEKARVRL-----PNVS--FDLA---D-A----STW-QP---AEPV--NVIFANAVfqw-lptHPAVFQR---LMGFLAPGGALAVQM(43)sPLADRL
21363063 UbiG_RHIME     61 QPLEGLRVLDIGCGGG-L----L---S-EPMA-RMG---ADVV-GADA---SEKNIGIARTHA(4)VSVDYR--AVTA---E-A----LAE-AG---ES(4)LNMEVVEHV------aDVEFFMT--tCAHMVRPGGLMFVATin-rtLKAAAL
20139025 MraW_LISIN     17 EVKPDGIYVDATLGGA-G----H---S-EYLL-NKLNEQGHLF-AFDQ---DQTAIDNAKIKLAE-YSDRVT--FIKS---N-F----RYM-KE---AL(7)VDGILYDLGv(115)aVEDSLEN---ALTLLKPGGRISVIT(56)rARSAKL
3122431  NodS_RHITR     77 AQGPIANALEVGCAAG-A----F---T-EKLA-PHC---QRLT-VIDV---VPEAIDRTRRRM-N-KPAHIS--WVVS---D-V----QQF-SS---EELF--DLIVVAEVl(5)iaeMRMAVGN---LLRMLAPGGHLVFGS(16)tVIAILT
15219724 KOG1271_ARATH 166 KYLSSWNVLDLGTGNG-L----L---L-HQLA-KEGF--SDLT-GTDY---SDGAVELAQHLSQRDGFPNIR--FMVD---D-I----LDT-KL---EQ(11)DAIGLHPDgp---vkRVMYWDS---VSKLVAPGGILVITS(72)tVAFLRK
12643830 TRM1_SCHPO    120 DNIAGFTILEALSATG-L----R---S-IRYA-KELPNVKRIL-ANDL---LENAVKTIEKNV(4)VSDIVI--PNKG---D-A----NAV-MH---MNKFHYDVIDLDPYg-----sAAPFLDA---AVQSVSKDGLLCITC(29)hEQAVRH
15223976 KOG3178_ARATH 213 GFEDVNTLVDVGGGNG-T----V---L-GLVT-SKYPH-IKGV-NFDL---AQVLTQA--PFY-----PGVE--HVSG---D-M----FVE-VP---KG----DAVFMKWIl(4)dedCIKILKN---CWKSLPEKGKIIIVE-----FVTPKE
16766858 YhhF_SALTY     49 PVMVDAHCLDCFAGSG-A----L---G-LEAL-SRYA--AQAT-LLEM---DRAVSQQLQKNLATLKANNAR--VVNT---N-T----LTF-LS---QPGTPHHVVFVDPPfr--kglLEETLQLl-eTQGWLADDALIYVES-----EVENGL
17536951 KOG2899_CAEEL 148 DWFEHKQALDIGCNAG-F----L---T-LSIA-KDFSP-RRII-GIDI---DEHLIGVARKNI(46)KENYV--LESD---E-M----LDM-IQ---PEF---DVILALSIt(8)ddgMRRFFRR---AYAQLHPGGRLIIEP(14)eLKANYS
17988577 UbiE_BRUME     78 SKRPGWTSLDVAGGTG-D----I---A-FRIV-EASGRQAHVT-ILDI---NGSMLGVGRERA(4)LIDNLE--FVEA---N-A----EEL-PF---EDNS-FDAYTIAFGirn-vphIDKALSE---AYRVLKPGGRFLCLE(4)elPVLDKV
12721903 pf03602_PASMU  54 PYIVDATCLDCFAGSG-A----L---G-FEAL-SRQA--KQVT-FLEL---DKNVATQLSKNL(5)NAEQAN--VINQ---N-S----LQF-LN---QP(5)FDIVFIDPPfhfglaqQTVDLLA---RHNWLKPDALVYVET(13)iLKEKIT
7296118  KOG2198_DROME 287 QVKPGERVLDACASPG-G---kS---L-LMLQ-TLHL--DHLV-CNDI---QESRLNKLRKVM(14)--RLI--LSQS---D-A----RNL-DQ---YEQF--DKILVDVPc(27)elQAGILAN---CLRLLRPGGSLVYST(12)hMALQKV
15964087 COG3963_RHIME  51 DPESGLPVLELGPGTG-V----I---T-KAIL-ERGIEPEKLV-SIEY---STDFYKQLKAHF-----DGVH--FING---D-A----FDL-SR---TL(7)FDSVISAVPll--nfpMHRRVEL---IEDLL---SRIPFGR-----PVVQIS
17232307 COG0270_ANASP   4 REQP--IAIDLFAGAG-G----F---G-LGFE-MAGF--SVPL-SVEI---DTWACDTLRYNR-----PDST--VIQN---D-I----GNF-ST---EN(10)DIIIGGPPc(18)glFINFAQW---IKF-L-EPKAFVMENv--kgLLSRKN
30580330 CaMT4_ARATH    88 KLVNAKNTMEIGVYTG-Y----S---L-LATA-LALPEDGKIL-AMDV---NRENYELGLPII(4)VAHKID--FREG(4)V-L----DEI-VA---DE(5)YDFIFVDADk----dnYINYHKR---LIDLVKIGGVIGYDN(25)vLELNKA
68127775 DREV_LEIMA    111 SDFQFDSLLDIGAGDG-G----V---T-ANIA-PLF---KKVY-VTEF---SVSMRWRLRRRGYE-VLPHDD--PFHM---N-T----AEQ-LL---DRRY-FDVIACNNVldr-admPETLLRE---MRDSLKPNGLLVLAV(50)fEVVRWT
12620207 KOG1253_HUMAN 272 EERKPLECLDAFGATG-I----M---G-LQWA-KHLGNAVKVT-INDL---NENSVTLIQENC(29)NIKVT--KMDA---N-V----LMH-LR---SF----DFIHLDPFg-----tSVNYLDS---AFRNIR--NLGIVSV(12)qHVARRH
7295917  KOG3191_DROME  39 DRLQPSLCVELGSGSG-V----I---I-TALA-KKLAG-FSLClATDI---NPKACNATRRTA---TRNGAR--LDSI---R-C----SLA-DA---LRPRSVDVLLFNPPy(35)rrVTDILLK--qLDDILSPRGVLYLLL(5)peEIIKYL
4506567  RNMT_HUMAN    194 KKKRDITVLDLGCGKG-G----D---L-LKWK-KGRI--NKLV-CTDI---ADVSVKQCQQRY(11)IFSAE--FITA---D-S----SKE-LL---IDKFR-DPQMCFDIc(13)eqADMMLRN---ACERLSPGGYFIGTT(23)tVKFQKK
6320673  Rmt2_YEAST    238 EATNSATILNIGFGMG-I----I---D-TFIQ-ARKP--YRHY-ICEA---HPDVLAKMKM--(6)--DNVV--ILEG---R-W----QDT-LN---NL(7)FDGIYYDTFs----ehYQDILDLydvVVGLIKPEGVFSFFN----gLGADRS
25407988 KOG1677_ARATH 566 DLGPDTLLFDVCCGTG-T----I---G-LTLA-HRV---GMVI-GIEM---NASAVADAERNA(106)DN-----EQK---D-S----SSL-EP---EK(8)V-VAIVDPPrsglhpaVIKALRT---HPRLKR---LVYISC(25)nYRGRKK
418431   YE05_YEAST     34 DGER-KLLVDVGCGPG-T----A---T-LQMA-QELKPFEQII-GSDL---SATMIKTAE-VI(17)SDDFK--FLGA---D-S----VDK-QK---IDMI--TAVECAHWf-----dFEKFQRS---AYANLRKDGTIAIWG(77)pLLIRKQ
12230777 TRM1_PYRAB     48 NVLKPRIVLDALSATG-I----R---G-IRFA-LETPA-EEIW-MNDI---SEDAYNLMKKNV(18)SEKTL--VVNH---D-D----ANR-LM---AE(4)FHFIDLDPFg-----sPMEFLDT--aLRSVKRKGILGITAT(36)gVVARYA
18202486 AB140_YEAST   430 KDAEPVTIFEIGCGAG-N----T---F-FPIL-KDN(4)LRII-AADF---APRAVELVKNSE(7)HATVWD--LANP---D-G----NLP-DG---VEPHSVDIAVMIFVf(4)pnqWDQAMDN---LHKILKPGGKIIFRD(6)tqVRFKKN
14521755 CheR_PYRAB    100 KGSRSLKIWSAACSTG-QepysI---A-MSLY-EVL(4)-SGF-RVSI(5)DKEALQIAMKGE(33)KRLVT--FRWF---N-L----LSS-VY---PKGF--DVIFIRNVl(4)keaQEEIFRK---LYDSLEDHGYLILGKt--etILGKSA
15240639 PIMT_ARATH    119 ERDGGKFEALMFVGTG-Y----L---T-GCFA-LMVGAEGRVV-GVDH---IPELVDMSIKNI(10)KGSLS--LHVG---D-G----RKG--W---QEFAPYDAIHVGAA-------ASEIPQP---LLDQLKPGGRMVIPLg--tyFQELKV
20137529 ANMX_HUMAN     62 RGQK-ALVLDIGTGTG-L----L---S-MMAV-TAGA--DFCY-AIEV---FKPMADAAVKIV(4)FSDKIK--VINK---H-S----TEV-TV---GPEG--DMPCRANIl(27)enCEAVPHRa-tVYAQLVESGRMWSWNkl-fpIHVQTS
15895346 COG1189_CLOAB  79 LGLKDKVCFDIGASTG-G----F---T-DCML-QNGA--SKVF-AIDV-----GYGQFAWKLR-T-DPRVVC--MERT---N-V----RYV-TP---ED(3)----FGNFAs(4)fisLKKVIPV---VINLLKDDGEIVALI(22)hIEVINT
116930   Coq3_YEAST    123 DKRPEVSVLDVGCGGG-I----L---S-ESLA-RLKWV-KNVQ-GIDL---TRDCIMVAKEHA(5)LEGKIN--YECK---A-L----EDV-TG---QF----DIITCMEMleh-vdmPSEILRH---CWSRLNPEKGILFLS-----TINRDL
534839   CheR_RHIME    121 KNGGRVRIWSAACSDG-QepysI---A-LTVL-SLL(7)FRIL-ATDI---DPKILALARAGA(32)DRVKR--LITF---N-E----LNL-MA---QW(5)FDVIFCRNVv(4)eptQMKIWSR---FAGVLDNGGHLYIGH(15)gITTYRH
1353083  Coq5_YEAST    108 NSTTPLNFIDVAGGSG-D----I---A-FGLL-DHAE--SKFG-DTES---TMDIVDINPDML(15)DPRVR--FLVS---N-G----EKL-EE---IDSDS-KDIYTVSFgirnftdIQKGLNT---AYRVLKPGGIFYCLE(6)plMDFAYQ
27151492 DIMH_HUMAN     53 ALRPTDVVLEVGPGTG-N----M---T-VKLL-EKA---KKVV-ACEL---DPRLVAELHKRV(4)VASKLQ--VLVG---D-V----LKT-DL---PFF---DTCVANLPy(4)pfvFKLLLHR--pFFR-C---AILMFQR----eFALRLV
15925700 GidB_STAAM     66 DFNQPISICDVGAGAG-F----P---S-IPLK-IMFPQ-LKVT-IVDS---LNKRIQFLN-HL(4)QLQDVS--FIHD---R-A----ETF-GK---GV(4)YDVVTARAV------aRLSVLSE--lCLPLIKKGGQFVALK(38)mFIIDKK
9910861  Rrm2_CAEEL     38 ILKGVRRAVDLCAAPG-S----W---S-QVLS-KRL(6)AKIV-AIDL(5)IPGVIQLQGDIT------SVD--TANQ---V-I----KHF-SG---EKS---DIVICDGAp(14)elILAAFNI---TSHVLKEGGNFLAKI-----FRSRNS
6323315  Nnt1_YEAST     79 ELIKGKTVLELGAAAA-L----P---S-VICA-LNGA--QMVV-STDY--PDPDLMQNIDYNI(18)GNDYS--PLLA---H-I----EKI-GN---NNGK-FDLIILSDLvfn-hteHHKLLQT---TKDLLAEKGQALVVF(14)fELAKNE
6325100  Tgs1_YEAST     94 CMPNAERILDVFCGGG-G----N---T-IQFA-MQFP---YVY-GVDY---SIEHIYCTAKNA(4)VDDRIW--LKRG---S-W----KKL-VS---KQ(6)YDCVFGSPPw(19)mgITKMLKS---FLKLSP--NVIMFLP(22)kVLYVKE
33301727 TrmA_VIBVU    207 TQESQGDLLELYCGNG-N----F---S-LALA-QNF---ERVL-ATEL---AKPSVESAQYNIAANKIENVQ--IIRM---S-A----EEF-TE---AM(11)NGIDLKSYn(7)pprSGMDVDT---CKMVQGYERILYISCn---pETLKEN
1723920  YGN6_YEAST     69 KNRTDQRILDLGYAPG-A----W---S-QVAR-QRSSPNSMIL-GVDI(5)PHGVNSIQANIL(54)DDIYE--TPNT---N-S----TLI-ER---EKFPV-DVIISDMYe(35)dlCDAALVT---AIDLLRPLGSFVCKL(36)yIGLKKK
1169870  Gcd14_YEAST   107 NCSPHSRVIEAGTGSG-S----F---S-HAFA-RSV---GHLF-SFEF---HHIRYEQALEEF(5)IDDNVT--ITHR---D-V----CQG-GF---LIKKG-DTTSYEFGn(41)spCIEQVDK---TLDVLE--KYGWTDV(7)rqYESRRQ
7298980  KOG1541_DROME  48 DDDESRLILDIGCGSG-L----S---G-SVLE-DSE---HMWI-GIDI---SKSMLDIAVERE-----VAGD--VILG---D-M----GEG-MP---FKPGTFDGAISISAl(107)aCREARGK---APKKSR--DWILAKK(14)kYTARKR
585375   KsgA_BACSU     45 EVTEKTGVIEIGPGIG-A----L---T-EQLA-KRA---KKVV-AFEI---DQRLLPILKDTL-S-PYENVT--VIHQ---D-V----LKA-DV---KS(12)-MVVANLPy----yvTTPIIMKl-lEEHLPLKGIVVMLQK-----EVAERM
14335102 pf03141_ARATH 204 ENGTVRTALDTGCGVA-S----W---G-AYLW-S-----RNVR-AMSF---APRDSHEAQVQF-A-LERGVP--AVIG---V-L----GTI-KL---PY(4)FDMAHCSRClipwganDGMYLME---VDRVLRPGGYWILSG(74)dVWYKKM
17017991 FtsJ3_HUMAN    41 FLQKARALLDLCAAPG-G----W---L-QVAA-KFMPVSSLIV-GVDL---VP---IKPLPNV(4)EDITTE--RCRQ---A-L----RKE-LK---TWKV--DVVLNDGAp(14)hlTLMALRL---ACDFLARGGSFITKV(70)eLVTKKK
16126496 COG4798_CAUCR  59 GLKPKQTVIEVSPGGG-Y----W---T-AILA-PYA---KATG-GTYV---AG-VADLANPKL----SEGAR--KGRA---D-F----EAR-FA---DEAKYGKPQFANFGp(27)gvADKVFAD---FFAVLKPGGVLAVEE(20)tVIAIAE
15964298 COG4976_RHIME 144 RFRH---VTDLGCGTG-L----F---G-ERIR-DRA---DFLE-GFDL---SANMLAKAEAKG------VYD--RLAQ---A-D----LSL-AP---ED----SGVFGALEq(15)gnLEGVFVI---ADRLLAPGGLFAFSV(6)dgFVLRPS
127447   MTE1_HERAU      1 --MQQFRFIDLFAGIG-G----F---R-LGLE-AVGG--VCVA-SAEI---DQQAIKVYWQNW---PTDGVD--HNLG---D-I----TQI-QQ---LPAH--DVLVGGVPc(16)gqLWADVIR---LVQ-INQPKAFIFEN-----VKGLVD
6320522  Oms1_YEAST    238 MKHCQGDVLEVSCGTG-R----N---I-KYLD-MSRI--NSIT-FLDS---SENMMEITHKKF(5)KYKKVA--FVVG---K-A(13)LEN-EK---ENQVKYDTIVEAFGlcs-hedPVKALNN---FGKLLKPDGRIILLE(5)ydFINKIL
19113289 COG1041_SCHPO 234 MAAPGKLIYDPFVGTG-S----F---L-YTCS-FFG---AHTL-GSDI(5)RGKNGRSIKSNF(5)SPFFLD--TFTG---D-V----TNC-PL---RKNLLLDAIVCDPPy(36)dmVYDIICF---ASDRLVDGGRLVLWL(28)tHWSRRL
17389500 TFB1M_HUMAN    52 GNLTNAYVYEVGPGPG-G----I---T-RSIL-NADV--AELL-VVEK---DTRFIPGLQMLSDA-APGKLR--IVHG---D-V----LTF-KV---EK(5)LKRPWEDDPp(11)vsTPLIIKW---LENISCRDGPFVYGRtq-mtLTFQKE
17552504 KOG1331_CAEEL  45 QQSAGSIILDVGCGEA-K----Y---T---SQ-K-----SHVI-GFDT---CSEVLSSSKK-------DDID--LCLA---D-A----INI-PI---RD(8)VSVIHHLATt----arRRQVLQE---CSRCLRIGGQMLIYA(132)MLGRRL
21112457 TpmT_XANCP     34 QLPAHARVLVPLCGKT-L----D---L-HWLA-AQG---HRVL-GVEI---S----PLAVTQF(21)-GPIE--IICG---D-A----FTL-DA---SVLGDCTAVYDRAAl(4)aalRQRYLET---VYARLPAGCRGLLIT(56)vYRLQRD
19115526 COG3129_SCHPO  70 GQKDKKRIIGLDIGTG-A----S---C-IYPL-L--G--CRMY-SYDF(5)DKFSFETAKSNI(6)SQIKIV--LRSK---Q-D----CLL-PD---TE(4)FTFVMCNPPf----yeHEEDFIN---FKQ--NPPSGVCTGV(11)gFANKIL
7292846  KOG1540_DROME  97 GPTHGMRLLDMAGGTGdI----T---F-RYLR-YLN(9)SHVT-VSDI---NQHMLNVGEERA(11)NCTVA--WQCA---D-A----EKL-PF---PD(5)-YTIAFGIRnc---thVDKVLSE---AYRVLQPGGRFMCLE(4)tnETMQWL
127420   MtbA_BACAR      1 ---MKIKFVDLFAGIG-G----I---R-IGFE-RAAK--RFEL-ETEC(6)DKKACETYALNF-------KE--EPQG---D-I----HEI-TS---FPEF--DFLLAGFPc(20)feVERVLRDnrpKAFLL-ENVRGLVTH(6)ktIISKLE
14023803 MetW_RHILO     17 LIPPQSRVLDVGSGDG-S----L---L-ELLQ-DTKQ--VDGR-GLEL---SQRGVNECVA-------RGLS--VIQG---D-A----DKD-LE---FY(4)FDFVVLSQTl-----qATRNPKL--vLDELLRIGNRAIVSF(10)sLFVKGR
15828869 COG2189_MYCPU 472 GTEKNDLVLDFHLGSG-T----T---T-AVAH-KMG---RKYI-GIEQ---MDYIQDI--TIE-----RMKK--VIDG---E-Q----GGI-SK---NV(6)-SFVYFELLe(17)reRAETIST---IKNEIYNDERIVPYI(15)nTEEKKK
27151628 NAS3_ARATH    121 GFVP-KSVAFIGSGPL-P----L---TsIVLA-SFHLKDTIFH-NFDI---DPSANSLASLLV(5)ISQRMF--FHTV---D-I----MDV-TE---SLKS-FDVVFLAALvgmnkeeKVKVIEH---LQKHMAPGAVLMLRS(35)vVISKKH
2507512  Y116_HAEIN    186 GWQVGSPLVDPMCGSG-T----L---L-IEAA-QME(8)RLHW-GFDF(4)NQSAWEKVKNEA(6)KQREIQphFYGF---D-L----DHR-VL---KK(6)-NAGVSHLIk-----wQQADVAA---LKN-PRLNEVGTVIC(10)tPALIAL
7291671  KOG3987_DROME 122 SGQEPVTLLDIGAGDG-E----I---S-LRVA-NTV(8)LRVF-ATEA---SWTMRDRLKK--------LNF--NVIT---E-I----DGL-QN---LE-----LILCLNVldr-cfdSFKLLED---IHLALAPNGRAVVAL(4)mhYVETNT
1170712  KsgA_HAEIN     36 QPNQ--FLVEIGPGLG-A----L---T-EPVG-ELV---DHLT-VVEL---DRDLAERLRHHP-F-LHQKLT--VIET---D-A----MQF-DF(5)KE(8)L-RVFGNLPy(4)plmFHLF--K---YHDVI-QDMHFMLQK-----EVVKRL
2497109  YMA5_YEAST    272 PDICNNDVVDLYAGIG-Y----F---T-FSYL-TKGA--RTLF-AFEL---NPWSVEGLKRGL------KAN--GFNK---S-G----NCH-VF---QE(2)-EMCVQRLTe(4)npgFRLRIRH---INL-----GLLPSSKq--gwPLAIKL
68223981 Skb1_LEIMA    697 PDERILHLVLLGCGRG-P----LideC-LHAV-SAL(4)-RIF-AIEK---NRLAAAFTR-MR(14)GHTLE--VIVA---D-G----RTIaTA---AE(7)ADFGLCDLIv(10)elSPECLEA---FHAQLE--DIQLSRG-----IAFNPH
7387561  MTS1_RHIME    220 STKPGDVVLDPFFGSG-T----T---G-AVAK-RLG---RHFV-GIER---EQDYIDAAAERI(4)PLGKAT--LSVM---T-G----KKA-EP---RVAF--NTLVESG---------------------LIKPGTV----------------
71998392 KOG3673_CAEEL 283 RSEDLFYFADVCAGPG-G----F---S-EYMLwRKGFYNAKGF-GFTL---AG---KDDFKLF------KFT--ASSQ---Y-F----FET-FY---GTKD--NGDVMDPVni---dsLEAHISR---GTSGL--GVHLMMAD(12)eILSKRL
CONSERVED:                          * * * *                              *                                                        * *
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ranging from moderately conserved residues scattered
across the SAM-binding domain to bound water molecule
[30], as well as SN2 reaction, which would require initia-
tion by concerted action of several side chains, or, per-
haps, by the amino group of the substrate itself [31]. The
highly conserved D/E residue in motif I may, however,
provide a unifying theme in the catalysis, by polarizing a
water molecule that is close to the methyl group of SAM.
The water molecule could either serve as a nucleophile, or
aid bond displacement between the sulfonium ion and
methyl group in some other way.
Finally, we noticed that the conserved basic residue at the
beginning of Motif I and nearly-invariant acidic residue at
the beginning of motif IV are typically located within a
short distance (3Å or less) of each other, potentially form-
ing a salt bridge that may be important for locking other
elements of the Rossmann fold in place (Figure 2).
Rossmann-fold SAM-binding proteins that do not have 
methyltransferase activity
I. Methylene transferases
Formation of the cyclopropane ring in unsaturated fatty
acids by cyclopropane fatty acid synthase [EC: 2.1.1.79]
has been studied extensively in bacteria. The reaction
involves transfer of a methylene group from SAM to the
double bond of an unsaturated acyl chain [13,32].
Crystal structures of mycolic acid cyclopropane synthases
CmaA1, CmaA2, PcaA, and MmaA2 have fold similar to
Rossmann-fold methyltransferases (Figure 1b), with the
conserved position of SAM and very similar pattern of
interactions with the cofactor [32]. A hallmark of methyl-
ene transferases is the presence of the carbonate ion (CO3
2-) at the active center, which probably enables the forma-
tion of carbocation intermediate required for completion
of the reaction (Figure 3) and ref. [32]. Conserved residues
involved in carbonate ion binding (Cys35/Ser, His167/
Gln, and Tyr232/Phe – numbered as in PDB structure
Structural alignment of cyclopropane fatty acid synthase and Rossmann-fold methyltransferase Figure 3
Structural alignment of cyclopropane fatty acid synthase and Rossmann-fold methyltransferase. Red color – 
YecO methyltransferase (PDB structure 1IM8:A) Yellow color – ligand in YecO methyltransferase. Green color – mycolic 
acid cyclopropane synthase CmaA2 (PDB structure 1KPI:A). Blue color – three ligands in CmaA2 (PDB structure 1KPI:A). 
Motifs I-VI conserved in Rossmann-fold methyltransferases are labeled above the alignment.
solvent inaccessible        UPPER CASE   X
solvent accessible          lower case   x
α-helix red          x
β-strand blue         x
                      10        20        30        40        50
1IM8 ( 19)   fdenVAevFpdI q---rSvPgy---------snIitaIGl Aer-fVta
1KPI ( 23) HYdksneFFklWLDpsMTYSCAyferpdmtleeAQyaKrklALdkLnLep
                  aaa                        aaaaaaa   aa
                    motif-I     70        80    motif-II      100 
1IM8 ( 56) dSnVYDLGCSrGaATLsArrnInqpnVkIiGIDnSqP VerCrqhiaayh
1KPI ( 73) gmtLLDIGCGWGsTMrhAvaeyd---VnVIGLTLSenQyahDkamfdevd
               bbbbb     aaaaaaa        bbbbb       aaaaaaaa
                     motif-III     motif-IV        140  motif-V
1IM8 (106) seipVeIlCnDIrhveIknAS VILNFTLQfLp-------pedRiaLLtk
1KPI (120)   sprrkeVriqGWEeFdepVd-RIVSLGAFEHFAdGagdagfeRYdtFFkk
                 bbbb               bbb  333            aaaaaaa
            motif-V   motif-VI  170       180       190       200 
1IM8 (149) IyegLnpnGVLVLSEkFrfed-----tkin----------hllidlHhqf
1KPI (169) FynlTpddGrMLLHTITipdkeeaqelgltspmsllrfik----------
             aaa      bbbbbbb          a
                      210       220       230       240       250 
1IM8 (184) krangYselevsqkRtalenv rtdsietHkvrLknvgFsqVelwfqcf-
1KPI (209)   ------------fIlteIFpgGrLPrisqVdyySsnagWkVeryhriGan
                         aaaaa         aaaaaaaaaa    bbbbbb
                      260       270       280       290       300 
1IM8 (233)   ----------------------------------------------NFGS
1KPI (247) YvpTLnaWAdaLqahkdeAialkgqetCdiYmhYLrgCSdlFrdkyTdVC
                                                            bbb
1IM8 (238)   -iAvk
1KPI (297) QFTLv
              bbb 
hydrogen bond to main chain amide bold       x
hydrogen bond to main chain carbonyl underline x
positive phi italic     x
3 - 10 helix maroon     xBMC Structural Biology 2005, 5:19 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1472-6807/5/19
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1L1E) appear to distinguish methylene transferases from
Rossmann-fold methyltransferases.
II. Amino alkyl transferases: nicotianamine synthase and spermidine 
synthase
Nicotianamine synthase (S-adenosyl-L-methionine: S-
adenosyl-L-methionine: S-adenosyl-L-methionine 3-
amino-3-carboxypropyltransferase, EC: 2.5.1.43) cataly-
ses direct condensation of three molecules of SAM, fol-
lowed by the formation of an acetidine ring, to yield one
molecule of nicotianamine, a chelator of various transi-
tion metals ubiquitously present in higher plants. In
graminaceous plants, nicotianamine is the precursor of
phytosiderophores that are secreted from the roots to sol-
ubilize ferric iron in the soil. Reduced levels of endog-
enous nicotianamine affect the development of plant
reproductive organs and seeds' maturation [33].
Protein structure of nicotianamine synthase is not known,
but sequence similarity searches indicate a significant sim-
ilarity between nicotianamine synthase and Rossmann-
fold methyltransferases. A PSI-BLAST search, using with
Arabidopsis thaliana NAS [GenBank:O80483] as a query,
matched Pseudomonas syringae ubiE/COQ5 methyltrans-
ferase [GenBank:YP_233497] with E-value = 1e-21 and
score = 105 at 4th iteration; PDBBLAST top match is to
(N5)-Glutamine Methyltransferase [PDB:1T43]. Similar-
ity is the highest in conserved motifs II-IV and VI (Figure
2), and motif I is also conserved, in a modified form (F-x-
G-S-G-P-x-P). Interestingly, related sequences with the
same modification of Motif 1 are found in archaea (Meth-
anothermobacter thermautotrophicus, [Gen-
Bank:NP_275817], bacteria (Pseudomonas aeruginosa,
[GenBank:NP_253523], and fungi (Neurospora crassa,
[GenBank:XP_330777]. The replacement of the conserved
D/E/N residue in motif I (see above) may partially explain
the change in the functional group that is transferred from
SAM: unlike the related Rossmann-fold methyltrans-
ferases, nicotianamine synthases lack negatively charged
residue in Motif I, so the aminoalkyl moiety of SAM is not
bridged to the enzyme by a water molecule and is free to
leave in the course of the reaction.
Spermidine synthase (EC: 2.5.1.16) catalyzes the transfer
of the aminopropyl group from decarboxylated SAM to
putrescine to form spermidine. Putrescine, spermidine
and spermine, formed from spermidine, are polyamines
essential for the regulation of cell proliferation and differ-
entiation in most species, and gram-negative bacteria
outer membrane permeability in response to the acid
stress [34,35]. Spermidine synthase is an oligomeric
enzyme, each monomer consisting of a C-terminal
domain with a Rossmann-like fold and an N-terminal
tetramerization β-stranded domain [36].
Spermidine synthase has very high sequence similarity
(approx. 70% identity) to putrescine N-methyltransferase.
It has been shown that aminopropyl moiety of spermi-
dine synthase inhibitor – AdoDATO (a compound con-
taining both substrate and product moieties) binds in a
similar orientation to the homologous part of SAM in
Rossmann-fold methyltransferases. However, the binding
site in spermidine synthase contains invariant residue
Asp101 (PDB structure 1JQ3), located in the middle of
glycine-rich loop (corresponding to motif I of Rossmann-
fold methyltransferases) making binding cavity too small
to accommodate the carboxyl group of SAM, that prevents
SAM binding and enables specific binding of decarboxy-
lated SAM [36]. The polyamine moiety of AdoDATO is
oriented toward putrescine binding cleft. Invariant
Asp170 (corresponding to D/N residue located at the end
of  β-sheet in motif-IV of Rossmann-fold methyltrans-
ferases) is most likely candidate to deprotonate
putrescine, enabling it to perform a nucleophilic attack on
methylene carbon of decarboxylated SAM [36].
III. Acalcynomycin-10-hydroxylase
Aclacinomycin 10-hydroxylase RdmB is a methyltrans-
ferase homolog that catalyses a SAM-dependent hydroxy-
lation of the C-10 carbon atom of 15-demethoxy-ε-
rhodomycin, a step in the biosynthesis of the polyketide
antibiotic β-rhodomycin. In order to activate molecular
oxygen, the enzyme uses SAM instead of cofactors usually
associated with hydroxylase activity, such as flavins, 2-
oxoglutarate, or metal ions. It has been proposed that pos-
itive charge of the SAM cofactor plays a role in delocalisa-
tion of electrons into the anthraquinone core of the
substrate [37]. The C-terminal domain of RdmB has an α/
β Rossmann-like fold, and contains the conserved signa-
ture DLGGGxG in motif I.
The enzyme lacks methyltransferase activity due to the
positioning of SAM in which the methyl group points in a
direction unfavorable for a SN2 type methyl transfer to the
substrate [37]. The difference in SAM-substrate position-
ing is not well understood, but might be related to differ-
ential interactions between SAM binding C-terminal
domain and substrate binding N-terminal domain or dif-
ferences in the conserved loop (amino acids 292–298)
[37].
Non-catalytic Rossmannoids
The lack of detectable SAM binding motifs in several Ross-
mann-fold methyltransferases suggests that they may be
recruited for a new function. For example, the three-
dimensional structure of sc-mtTFB (Saccharomyces cerevi-
siae mitochondrial transcription factor B) bears strong
resemblance to ribosomal RNA adenine dimethylases (i.e.
KsgA and ErmC'). However, several residues required for
interaction with SAM are not conserved in sc-mtTFB; inBMC Structural Biology 2005, 5:19 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1472-6807/5/19
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particular, the glycine-rich loop (motif I) contains bulky
Tyr residue, and motif IV is poorly conserved.
Human co-orthologs of sc-mtTFB (h-mtTFB1 and h-
mtTFB2) have rRNA N6-adenine methyltransferase activ-
ity (in an Escherichia. coli assay), but mutational analysis
of h-mtTFB1 indicates that this activity is not required for
transcriptional activation [38].
In Gcd10p/Gcd14p complex – tRNA(1-methyladenosine)
methyltransferase of S. cerevisiae, the lack of SAM binding
was observed in Gcd10p that directs binding of tRNA,
where Gcd14p binds the required cofactor S-adenosylme-
thionine [39,40].
In another case, Kar4p (pheromone induced, karyogamy-
specific transcription factor) does not bind SAM, where
similar (circularly permuted) Ime4p is SAM-binding
methyltransferase [41].
In bacterial rRNA:m2G methyltransferases RsmC and
RsmD the inactivated domain and the catalytic domain
are fused together in one polypeptide [42].
The de novo methyltransferase-like protein, DNMT3L, is
required for methylation of imprinted genes in germ cells.
Although enzymatically inactive, human DNMT3L accel-
erates DNA and SAM binding to de novo DNA methyl-
transferases [43-45].
Rossmann-like domain of bacterial fluorinating enzyme
Actinomycete Streptomyces cattleya is able to produce C-
F bonds using inorganic fluoride. The fluorinating activity
requires SAM, and the primary product of the reaction is
SAM derivative, 5'-fluoro-5'-deoxyadenosine [46]. The
protein, 5'-fluoro-5'-deoxyadenosine synthase FlA,
belongs to a conserved sequence family represented in
most archaea and in a subset of bacteria [46].
The structure of FlA consists of two domains – a larger N-
terminal domain with α/β fold, and a smaller C-terminal
β-barrel. Both domains interact with SAM and with reac-
tion products [46]. FlA is a hexamer in solution and trimer
in crystal, and three SAM molecules are bound by a trimer,
between the N-terminal domain of one subunit and the
C-terminal domain of the adjoining subunit. This
arrangement, however, appears to be dependent on a long
(24 amino acids) loop in the N-terminal domain, which
is missing from the closely related sequences in all other
species. On the other hand, the linker connecting two
domains in a monomer is long enough to allow signifi-
cant domain motions, and it is plausible that two
domains may interact in other oligomeric arrangements
and perhaps even within a monomer. Therefore, we spec-
ulate that SAM binding by FlA-like proteins from other
species may occur in the crevice formed by the N- and C-
terminal domains of the same molecule, and the follow-
ing discussion does not consider the oligomerization
state.
The N-terminal domain makes contacts mostly with
methionine, ribose, and fluoride ion, and C-terminal
domain contacts methionine and adenine ring. The α/β
N-terminal domain exhibits several features similar to
other enzymatic domains with Rossmann-like topology,
namely: three-layer α/β/α architecture; the planar central,
mostly parallel β-sheet filling "inside-out" (strand topol-
ogy 2135467), and concentration of the substrate-binding
and catalytic residues in the loops following the C-termini
of strands. More specifically, the loop after strand 1 con-
tains Asp16 (numbered as in PDB structure 1RQP) hydro-
gen-bonded to both hydroxyls of ribose, Leu17 that may
be involved in water-mediated interaction with methio-
nine amino group, Asp21 and Ser23, both of which can
form hydrogen bonds with the same amino group. Loop
following strand 2 contains Trp50 that is able to contact
one ribose hydroxyl and perhaps to have Van der Waals
interactions with the adenine ring. Loop between strands
3 and 4 contain two ribose interactors, Thr76 and Tyr77.
Loop after strand 6 hosts Thr155, which is part of hydro-
gen-bond network linking two domains via two water
molecules and methionine carboxyl group, as well as cat-
alytic Ser158 that is expected to make two polar contacts
with deprotonated fluoride ion [46]. Although most of
these interactions are provided by residues located in
loops at the edge of β-sheet, there is no specific sequence
similarity between Rossmann-like domain in fluorination
enzyme and in Rossmann-fold methyltransferases. There
is also no similarity to other SAM-utilizing enzymes.
Rossmann-like fold in SPOUT methyltransferases?
A distinct superfamily of SAM-dependent methyltrans-
ferases, SPOUT, which includes families specified by bac-
terial SpoU, TrmD, and TrmH, proteins, as well as many
uncharacterized proteins in all three domains of Life, have
been shown to share a set of conserved sequence elements
and an α/β-type fold [47]. Trm10, a recently characterized
tRNA m1G9 methyltransferase, is also predicted to have
this fold [48,49]. All experimentally characterized mem-
bers of this large superfamily are DNA or RNA methyl-
transferases. A unique structural feature of this α/β fold is
a trefoil knot of two crossing loops in the C-terminal
region [47].
Several hallmarks of Rossmann-like structure are evident
in the SPOUT fold. There are three main layers, with a cen-
tral β-sheet sandwiched between two helical layers; the β-
sheet is formed "inside-out", with the first and one of the
last strands in the center of the sheet; and the SAM ligand
interacts mostly with the conserved residues located in theBMC Structural Biology 2005, 5:19 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1472-6807/5/19
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loops at the C-termini of β-strands [50]. There is, however,
no sequence similarity between SPOUT-fold
methyltransferase and any other Rossmann-fold SAM-
binding protein.
Structural similarity between SPOUT-fold and Rossmann-
fold methyltransferases (i.e. DALI Z-score = 3.1 for 88 aa
with RMSD = 3.7 and sequence identity = 17% for PDB
structures 1QAO and 1MXI) is confined mainly to the N-
terminal half of those folds. There is no similarity in the
C-terminal part, where strands 4 and 5 are rearranged.
SAM binding inside and outside of β-barrels
SAM-radical enzymes: recruitment of ancient enzymatic TIM barrel
A (β/α)8 fold, also known as triose phosphate isomerase
(TIM)-like barrel, is one of the largest classes of protein
structures, exceeding even Rossmann-like fold in omni-
presence and versatility [51]. Most of TIM-barrel proteins
are enzymes, belonging to almost all of the major EC
classes [52]. A well-known version of a TIM barrel is a (β/
α)6 "semi-barrel," in which the inner layer of slanted β-
strands does not form a complete cylinder, but has a lat-
eral opening (PDB structure 1OLT).
Recently, several structures of proteins from a large
sequence family of "SAM radical" enzymes (ref. [53]; Fig-
ure 1g) have been determined, and it became evident that
members of this family have (β/α)6 and (β/α)8 folds.
SAM-radical enzymes utilize non-covalently linked Fe-S
cluster and a SAM molecule, in a reductive cleavage reac-
tion that produces methionine and 5'-deoxyadenosyl rad-
ical, that can be used to generate further glycyl or thiyl
radicals on the same protein molecule or on a coupled
enzyme [54]. It has been noted that SAM-radical sequence
family is very large, diverse, but can be recognized by a
hallmark CxxxCxxC signature close to the N-terminus, fol-
lowed by another conserved "GG" motif [55].
We detected more than 2000 non-redundant sequences
from SAM-radical family in the sequence databases. Inter-
estingly, when the region containing the three characteris-
tic cysteines was deleted from the queries, the searches
resulted in almost the same collection of sequences as
with full-length domain, indicating strong evolutionary
signal along the stretch of 200–250 residues to the C-ter-
minal side of the CxxxCxxC signature. Multiple alignment
of many representative sequences identified four regions
with high sequence similarity and three weaker conserved
motifs (Figure 4). Comparison of the alignment with the
known structures of biotin synthase (PDB structure
1R30), coproporphyrinogen III oxidase (PDB structure
1OLT) and molybdenum cofactor biosynthesis enzyme
MoaA (PDB structure 1TV7) suggests structural and func-
tional correlates for these regions and for the most con-
served residues within them. The best-conserved motifs
correspond to the β-strands of the inner barrel and their
C-terminal loops, while the regions of additional partial
conservation correspond to the outer-shell α-helices.
Motif 1 includes the most N-terminal β-strand in the (β/
α)6 barrel (strand 1). Three invariant cysteine residues in
the adjoining loop (Figure 4) coordinate the [Fe-S]4 clus-
ter, which is present in a similar configuration in all pro-
tein structures resolved thus far. One iron atom has no
contact with the cysteine side chains, and is instead ligated
by the N and O atoms from the amino- and carboxy
groups of SAM. Also highly conserved is aromatic or hete-
rocyclic residue (Y, F, or H) preceding the last of the three
cysteines; the main chain of this residue seems to form a
hydrogen bond with the adenosyl moiety of SAM, but the
significance of the side chain conservation is unclear; per-
haps it contributes to the non-polar milieu of the bound
Fe-S cofactor, preserving it from oxidation.
The second prominent motif does not contain any invari-
ant amino acids, but includes several residues with small
side chains, most often two or three glycines in a row (Fig-
ure 4). This motif corresponds to the second strand in the
barrel and the tight turn after the strand. The main chain
of this turn is within a contact distance from the amino
group of the methionine part of SAM. The third motif also
corresponds to the strand-turn structure. A signature T/S-
N-G that follows strand 3 is well conserved; as a rule, res-
idues in this turn form hydrogen bonds with the carboxyl
group of methionine in SAM. The fourth motif consists of
strand 4 and the loop with a highly conserved acidic or
amide residue (D, E, N, or Q). Typically, this residue is
within hydrogen-bonding range from both 2'- and
3'hydroxyl groups of the ribose ring of SAM. The strands
5 and 6 followed by loops provide one or more residues
that form hydrogen bonds with the amino group of ade-
nosyl; however, sequence conservation in these regions is
moderate.
The heterogeneity of the SAM radical protein superfamily
is most pronounced in their C-terminal regions, which are
responsible for binding of substrates and auxiliary cofac-
tors. On the other hand, the structure and sequence of the
N-terminal, SAM-binding region of SAM-radical proteins
is well conserved, analogously to the Rossmann-fold
methyltransferases. The SAM-binding region is essentially
an incomplete (β/α)6 "semi-barrel," which is typically
modified by evolutionarily diverse elements (commonly
consisting of α-helices, but sometimes also containing β-
hairpins or small sheets) that serve substrate-binding and
regulatory roles.
Rossmann folds and TIM-barrels in fact have quite similar
β/α architectures. This becomes especially evident in the
case of incomplete barrels. The primary difference is lackBMC Structural Biology 2005, 5:19 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1472-6807/5/19
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of one α-layer in TIM-barrels, and correlated changes in
sheet curvature and strand orientation. The two classes of
SAM-binding enzymes both use loops between strands
and helices to interact with various moieties of relatively
extended SAM molecules, but the details of this interac-
tion are quite different (see below).
TIM barrel-like catalytic domain in QueA?
Queuosine is a hyper-modified nucleoside in bacterial
and eukaryotic tRNAs, produced by a multi-step enzy-
matic pathway that includes a transfer, with simultaneous
isomerization, of ribose moiety from SAM to a modified
base in tRNA, called 7-(aminomethyl)-7-deazaguanosine,
or preQ1. This step is performed by QueA protein, an S-
adenosylmethionine:tRNA ribosyltransferase-isomerase.
QueA homologs are found in most bacteria, but their
Multiple sequence alignment of SAM-dependent radical enzymes Figure 4
Multiple sequence alignment of SAM-dependent radical enzymes. Sequences are denoted by NCBI gi number, con-
served domain name (as in NCBI CDD database [141]), short protein name (if available), and abbreviated species name. Sec-
ondary structure elements extracted from PDB structure 1OLT coordinates are shown above the alignment. Residues are 
highlighted according to the amino acid properties with designations as in Figure 2.
 motif-1    motif-2  motif-3
gi# COG/KOG# name species                 hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh    sssssss     hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh  sss--ssssss
18409989 KOG4355      ARATH  206 CLGACTYCK(6)---HLGSYTVDSLVERVRTVISEG---VKEIWLSS---ED(14)LLNA----IVKELPSDQSTML--RIGMTNPPF
7299338  KOG2492      DROME  250 CDNMCTYCI(11)PLASIVAEVKALAEQGVKEVTLL(6)YRDRTAQE(6)AT(14)GTPFAAL-LRSVAQAVPDMRI--RFTSPHPKD
2501533  COG0621 Y019_HAEIN  156 CNKYCTFCV(11)PVDDVLFEIAQLAEQGVREVNLLG--QNVNAYRG---PT-HDGQICSFAE-LLRLVASIDGID---RLRFTTSHP
20094331 COG1032      METKA  196 CPFRCLFCA(5)-GPKWRGKSPDRVVEEISYLVEELG--VERLEFVD---DV-FTAHKRRVRE-ICEKMREE-------GIDVPWDCG
15896586 COG4277      CLOAB   63 CIYDCQYCV(5)-DTPRASFTPRELADLTMNFYRRNY--IEGLFLSS---GV-MKNPDYTCEQ-MIEVLRILRYEY---NFYGYIHAK
3913815  COG0635 HEMN_AQUAE   60 CEQRCLYCG(10)IEEPYLERVCREMDLVSQYLDKDR-KVIQLHWGG---GTPNYLSPEQIKW-FMEEIRKRFEFGDNAEISIELDPR
14520767 COG2100      PYRAB  124 CNMRCIFCS(9)-RKLDFVVDIDYLLKWFDWVAKEK(4)EAHLDAQG------EPLLYPFIVE-LVQALREHPHVS---VISMQSNGV
11499591 COG0535 NirJ2_ARCFU 123 CNLRCKHC-(5)-KPLQDELTTDEALETIDK-LDRLG--VTIIAFSG---GE--PLVRRD----IFELTRYAAEKGI--YVAIATNGT
15833984 COG0641_AslB ECOLI  108 CNLNCDYCF(9)-EKPVTHMDDDTLEAYVRHYIAAS(4)EVAFTWQG---GEPTLLGLEFYRRAVALQAKYGAGRKI--SNSFQT-NG
549552   COG0820 YFGB_ECOLI  124 CALECKFCS(13)EIIGQVWRAAKIVGAAKVTGQRP---ITNVVMMG--MGE-PLLNLNNVVP-AMEIMLDDFGFG(4)RVTLST-SG
15606957 COG2516      AQUAE   54 CHATCAYCG(15)RVEWPTVKTDEIIERTKQVGH-----AERLCISQ---IT-HPRAIRDTKY-ILEKVHRELGDKIFISILLNA-TG
1705463  KOG2900 BIOB_ARATH   93 CSEDCSYCP(8)-VKAQRLMSKDAVIDAAKK-AKEAG--STRFCMGA--AWRDTIGRKTNFSQ-ILEYIKEIRGMGM--EVCCTL--G
15606163 COG1060_ThiH AQUAE   66 CIAGCKFCA(6)-DEDAYVLDMDTILQKVKELVEWGG---TTLLMQG---GINPDLPLEFYED-MISQIKKHFPQV---QIHCFSAPE
19705171 COG1509_KamA FUSNN  126 CSMYCRHCT(6)--SSDDAMPMDRIDKAIEYIAKTPQ--VRDVLLSG---GDALLVSDKKLES-IIQKLRAIPHVE---IIRIGSRTP
18313168 COG1313_PflX PYRAE  158 CNFRCVYCQ(6)-FSESGIEVTAEALAAIQAKLREEG--ARNINWVG---GE----PTPNIPY-ILESLRILARRGV--NVPQLWNSN
730103   COG2896 MOAA_BACSU   26 CNFRCTYCM(11)LKKEELLSFEELERLATLFVTRFG--VEKIRLTG---GE--PLMRKDMPE-LIKKLARIPGIR---DIAMTTNGS
22027536 KOG2876 MOCS1_HUMAN  79 CNLRCQYC-(8)-TPKANLLTTEEILTLARL-FVKEG--IDKIRLTG---GE--PLIRPDVVD-IVAQLQRLEGLR---TIGVTT-NG
14521276 COG2108      PYRAB   46 CPRNCFYCP(11)ANERPVRSEKDIIEEAKIQDARGA------GITG---GD-PLARLSRTVE-YIRLLKEEFGKKF--HIHLYT-TG
22001767 COG0320 LIPA_YERPE   93 CTRRCPFCDV---AHGRPVTPDANEPEKLAQTIQDMG--LRYVVITS---VDRDDLRDGGAQH-FADCISAIRAKNP--TIKIETLVP
17865692 COG0502 BIOB_SALTY   52 CPEDCKYCP(8)-LEAERLMEVEQVLDSARK-AKNAG--STRFCMGA--AW--RNPHERDMPY-LEKIVQGVKAMGL--ETCMTL--G
14520966 COG1180_PflA PYRAB   81 CNMHCKHCQ(6)-ADENFPYLQDATPEAIVRLAKHYE--CESIAYTY---NE----PTIWYEF-VLDTAKLAKKEGL--NNILVT-NG
13476168 COG1533_SplB RHILO   74 CEHGCVYCF(14)DFETKLFAKPDAARLLDKELSKEGYQPRTIAIGT---NT(4)PIEKQYRI-MREILEVLEARGH--PVGIVTKSA
15605904 COG1856      AQUAE   69 CELMCDHCASKILWHMIPATTPEELVKVGED-LKKKG--IEGVLISG---GS-DKNGFVPLWD-FFDAMKYLKEEL---GFLLTCHVG
15643710 COG5014      THEMA  710 CKFLCAYCW(8)-KRAGDFLSPEEVAERLLEISKKRK--CDLFRISG---AE-PILGRRSAEH-VRKVIELVNN-----TFILET-NG
15891589 COG0602_NrdG AGRT5   43 CDYRCSWCD(6)-SEYRDTWKPMSVEAIWQEVLGLSGGMPLTVSLSG---GN------PAIQP-LGTLIAKGQGEGY--RFALETQGS
conserved                        *   * ** 
 motif-4  motif-5                      motif-6
            hhhhh      sssssss   hh--hhhhhhh       hhhhhhh—hh----hhhhh   sssssss       hh---hhhhhh---hh  sssss
18409989 I(5)EIAAV(4)CVYTFLHVPVQSGSD--SVLTAMNREYTASEFRTVVDT--LT---ELVPG---MQIATDIIC-GFPGETDEDFSQTV(5)-YKFPQVHISQFYPR(208)
7299338 F(5)EVIRD-HPNVCKQLHLPAQSGNT--QVLERMRRGYSREAYLELVQH--IR---QFLPN---VGLSSDFIC-GFCGETEEEFQDTVSL--IQQVQYNVAYLFAY(129)
2501533 I(7)DVYRD-TPELVSFLHLPVQAGSD--RVLTMMKRAHTALEYKSIIRK--LR---AVRPD---IQISSDFIV-GFPGETAEDFEQTMNL--IAQVNFDMSFSFVY(135)
20094331 A(7)ELART(4)GCRTVYVGAESASN---ETLKRINKGIT---VQDVIACRKVA---KRHG----LRILLSFIL-GFPWEDREDVFRTI(5)-LEPDYVQFTVCTPY(86)
15896586 A(5)DTLID(4)LCDRM-SVNIELPSQ--KSLKLLAPNKS(6)PMGYIKN-KIS---ENTT(13)AGQSTQMIIGATPDTD(5)LTESLYSK-YKLKRVFFSAYMPV(181)
3913815 YLTDEQIKA(4)GFNRI-SLGVQDLDP--KVQQAVNRVQP(6)KMEKLRE-------AGFES-----INLDLIY-GLPYQTKESFEKTV(7)-PDRIATYSFAYIPQ(208)
14520767 LLNDKLVEE(4)GLDRV-NLSIHSLD---PEKAKMLMGIK(6)VLEMAEA--LV---NAGID---VLIAPVIMF-GVNDDE(6)FARRIGAG-KRWPALGFQNYIPY(110)
11499591 LITEEIAKR(4)GVGYV-QISLDGMK---ETHEAFRGIR--GCFDKTVEG--IR---NAVKTG--LFVNVSMTVTRYNYHEVPKVVELCEK--LGVNWFMHYNFIPT(177)
15833984 V-LLDDEWC(4)ENHFLVGLSLDGPAEI-HNQYRVTKGGR-PTHKLVMRA--LT---L-LQK---HHVDYNVLV-CVNRTSAQQPLQVYDFLCDAGVEF--IQFIPV(210)
549552 V(4)DKLGD---MIDVALAISLHAPND--EIRDEIVPINKKYNIETFLAA--VR---RYLE(7)-RVTIEYVMLDHVNDGT(5)LAELLK---DTPCKINLIPWNPF(70)
15606957 H-TYEDLED(4)GAETL-TVALDAAT---PELFEKLRGRP(6)WETYWKV--LEWCADIMGD---GHVGAHLIV-GLGETEEE-MVRTIQRVRDLGGRTHLFSFWPE(130)
1705463 MIEKQQALE(4)GLTAY-NHNLDTSR---EYYPNVITTRS---YDDRLET--LS---H-VR(3)-INVCSGGII-GLGEAE(5)LLHTLATLPSHPESVPINALLAV(107)
15606163 I(13)VIRR(4)GLMSIPGGGAEILSQ--EVRDKISPGKC(4)WEEVHRT--AH---R-LG----MTTTATMMF-GHVESI(5)HLERVRKIQDETGGF--TAFIPW(109)
19705171 V----VLPQ(4)ELCNM----LKKYH---PIWLNTHFNHP(6)AKKACEM--LA---DAGVP---LGNQTVLLR-GINDSVPV-MKRLV----HDLVMMRVRPYYIY(132)
18313168 M-YLTPEGL(4)HVIDIWLPDFKYGN---DAHALRYSVAP-RCWEVTTRNFSVI---CKRRE---DIIVRHLVLPGHVECCTKPVLRWL----AENCNHALVNIMDQ(44)
730103 L-LPVYAKR(4)GLKRV-TISLDSLE---DERFKKINGRG(6)LEGIEAA--KQ---AGLG----VKINMVVQK-GVNEKD---ILPMARYFKEKGHILRFIEFMDV(137)
22027536 I(6)PQLQK--AGLSAI-NISLDTLVPAKFEFIVRRKGFH-KVMEGIHKA--IE---LGYNP---VKVNCVVMR-GLNEDELLDFAALTEGL-PLDVRF--IEYMPF(133)
14521276 I(4)EALEK(4)GLDEI-RFHPDLFQPNSKFFEREIENMK(6)WDVGGEV-PAV---PGFE(8)-LLDKLGAKFLNINELE(5)LRALL(13)IKGSLEMGLKVLEW(122)
22001767 D(5)DRALD(4)TPPDVFNHNLENVP---RVYRQVRPGAN-YDWSLKLLE-RFK---EAHPD---IPTKSGLMV-GLGETN(5)VMHDLRR--HGVTMLTLGQYLQP(53)
17865692 MLNESQAQR(4)GLDYY-NHNLDTSP---EFYGNIITTRT---YQERLDT--LE---K-VR(3)-IKVCSGGIV-GLGETV(5)LLLQLANLPTPPESVPINMLVKV(118)
14520966 Y-INEEPFR(4)YIDAM-NIDIKAFDD--RFYMKIASVPN-GEPSRRIAK-IAK---KEFGI---HVELTYLIIPTLNDKE(5)FARWVVDELGSDTPVHFSRFFPH(90)
13476168 L(5)DILSR(4)GLAKV-ALSVTTLD---RMLARTMEPRA-STPTKRLEA--IR---Q-LS(5)-TSVMVAPIIPGLTDQE---MERILDSAYAAGARE--------(99)
15605904 L(6)EKLKE--ANVDAV-LLDIIGDN---ETIAQVYKLPH-KSVEDYDRS--LR---L-LK(3)-LRIVPHVII-GLHYGK(6)AIDMIAK--YEPDALVLVVVMPY(99)
15643710 L-----------------MFGFDPSL--------------------------VD---L-FVN---LNVLIRVSVKGWDEES------------FEKITGASGEYFRY(50)
15891589 I------AK(4)DLDHL-VLSPKPPS----------SGME-TDWQAFEDC--LA---AAGDG---PQVALKVVI--FDDADYA-YAKAA(5)-HLPVYLQPGNHTPP(49)
conserved                                                                           *BMC Structural Biology 2005, 5:19 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1472-6807/5/19
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sequence is not strongly similar to any other protein fam-
ily, and high-resolution structure of QueA in complex
with SAM is unavailable. We interrogated the fold
recognition meta-servers with individual QueA sequences
and with a probabilistic model of aligned QueA
homologs. The highest 3D-Jury consensus score (69 units,
indicating the upper level of the "gray zone" of provoca-
tive, if statistically insignificant, sequence similarities
[56]) was to pyruvate kinases, a distinct class of proteins
with three structural domains. The C-terminal, regulatory
domain of pyruvate kinases has no counterpart in QueA.
The other two domains are arranged in such a way that a
smaller, β-barrel domain is inserted into the larger, α/β
TIM-barrel domain but folds independently. Similar
arrangement of two domains is predicted for QueA.
When this manuscript was under preparation, the struc-
ture of QueA from Thermotoga maritima was resolved
(PDB structure 1VKY). In agreement with the fold recog-
nition data, it shows an α/β domain with insertion of
independently folding β-barrel (Figure 1k). The structure
of the α/β domain shows one β-sheet, with preponder-
ance of α-helices on one side (Figure 1k). This structure
resembles a semi-barrel, given a strongly curved β-sheet,
relative absence of α-helices on the concave side, and a
lid-like irregular arrangement of elements that covers the
cavity. There is an unresolved protein segment of 32 resi-
dues, which should be located close to the inner β-layer of
the semi-barrel, and may in fact extend its wall. An unre-
solved ligand is placed in the proximity of the C-termini
of several β-sheets, and if this is in fact SAM, its binding
mode would be similar to what is observed in other SAM-
binding proteins (see below).
β-barrels in QueA and fluorination enzyme
Both QueA and fluorination enzyme structures show
fusions of a larger α/β domain and a smaller all-β domain
with barrel-like topology. The role of all-β domain in
QueA is unclear, but it is not very likely to be involved in
interaction with SAM. In contrast, the β-barrel domain in
FlA (which, in fact, is more similar to "smashed β-can,"
with one side caved in, producing a double-concave sur-
face) makes many contacts with the ligand. Proceeding
from the N- to C-terminus, the Asp210-His211 (as in PDB
structure 1RQP) dipeptide in the loop after the first strand
bonds with the amino group of methionine; Asn215
bonds with the amino group of adenine; Ser269 and
Arg270 after strand 5 can form 4 hydrogen bonds alto-
gether, all with the carboxyl group of methionine; and at
the C-terminus of strand 5, Arg277 and Ala279 provide
additional interactions with adenine. While the catalytic
mechanism of FlA is dependent on correct positioning of
the fluoride atom with regards to ribose, which is medi-
ated by Ser158 in the Rossmann-like domain (see above
and reference [46]), the β-barrel domain appears to be
essential for correct orientation of SAM, which serves as
fluoride acceptor.
Between the sheets: double-β SAM-binding folds with a 
common theme of internal domain duplication
Decarboxylase
S-adenosylmethionine decarboxylase (EC: 4.1.1.50,
SAMDC) is a key enzyme in spermidine and spermine
biosynthesis. It produces decarboxylated SAM (dcSAM),
which then donates aminopropyl group to putrescine or
spermidine, two essential intermediates in polyamine
biosynthesis. Because polyamines link diverse pathways
in cellular metabolic networks, and because chemical
inhibitors of SAMDC display potent antitumor and anti-
parasite activities [57,58], structure-function relationships
of SAMDC are of considerable interest.
SAMDC activities have been purified from all three
domains of Life (bacterium E. coli, archaea Methanococcus
jannaschii, and several eukaryotes), and certain common
features of the enzymes have been noticed. All three
enzymes are processed in vivo, forming a small subunit
derived from the N-terminus and a large subunit account-
ing for the rest of the molecule; the N-termini of all large
subunits contain a pyruvoyl group, produced from a ser-
ine residue by autoprocessing and required for the forma-
tion of the Schiff base during catalysis. All studied
enzymes form multimers from the heterodimers of large
and small subunits. There are also differences among bac-
terial, archaeal and eukaryotic SAMDC: the length of the
precursor proteins in different species varies from 105 to
460 amino acids; mammalian enzymes require putrescine
for full activity, E. coli enzyme requires Mg2+ cation, while
archaeal and plant enzymes apparently do not require
those factors. The bacterial enzyme is a tetramer of het-
erodimers, while eukaryal and archaeal enzymes are
homodimerized heterodimers.
Comparative sequence analysis has revealed statistically
significant sequence similarity between archaeal and bac-
terial SAMDC [59]. Multiple alignment of these two
classes of SAMDC spans the complete length of the
shorter (ca. 120 aa) archaeal enzymes, and also suggests
that there are two types of bacterial enzymes – some are
about the same size as archaeal SAMDC, and some are
longer and phylogenetically distinct (reference [60], Fig-
ure 5a, and unpublished observations). No sequence sim-
ilarity has been reported between these enzymes and
eukaryotic SAMDC.
High-resolution structures of eukaryotic SAMDC from
humans and plants in complex with substrate analogs and
various inhibitors have been reported. The heterodimer
folds as a sandwich of two β-sheets between α-helical
regions, where the smaller subunit forms a half of one β-BMC Structural Biology 2005, 5:19 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1472-6807/5/19
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Multiple sequence alignment of SAM decarboxylases Figure 5
Multiple sequence alignment of SAM decarboxylases. Sequences are denoted by gene and species name. A: Decarbox-
ylase alignment – the residues underlined on the top line are those involved in SAM-binding, enzyme self-processing, and catal-
ysis. Residues are highlighted according to the amino acid properties with designations as in Figure 2. B: Superimposition of the 
conserved residues in SAMdc from T. maritima (PDB structure 1TLU), human (PDB structure 1I7B) and potato (PDB structure 
1MHM) are shown on cartoon representation of T. maritima structure (gray). Blue – Ser; Red – Ser and Ser converted into 
pyruvoyl group (or pyruvoyl group with covalently bound S-adenosylmethionine methyl ester); Orange – His; Cyan – Cys.
A
             ssssssss                ssssssss----ss  ssssss------s ssssss          sssssss
human_N TEKLLEVWFSR----------- 24 QCSIISVT  0 KTD KQEAYVL-  0 SESSMFVSK----- 0  RRFILKTCG
leishm_N PEKRLEVILRC----------- 24 NAQIVSRE  0 SNE YINSYVL-  0 TESSLFVMK----- 0 NRIILITCG
yeast_N PEKLLEIWFFP----------- 26 KCEVLSMK  0 KTK ELDAFLL-  0 SESSLFVFD----- 0  HKLTMKTCG
            sssssssssssshhhhh sss      ssssss----s ssssssssss      ssssssssss     sssssssss 
human_C PDQTLEILMSELDPAVMDQFYM 19 IPGSVIDA  2 FNPCGYSMNGMK  1 DGTYWTIHITPEPE 0 FSYVSFETNL
leishm_C DDTQLSMTMYGLDKEQTKHWFS 25 GTWTLHDL  1 FEPCGYSINAIR  0 DEEYQTMHITPEDH 0 CSFASYETNS
trp NDTQLSMTMYGLDRTQTKHWFS 25 DSWKLHDL  1 FEPCGYSINTIR  0 GAEYQTIHITPEDH 0 CSFASYETNT
DCAM_YEAST DDETFEVLMTELDPECASKFVC 36 NSAQDSDL  8 FTPCGYSSNMIL  1 EKYYYTLHVTPEKG 0 WSYASFESNI
DCAM_XENLA PDQTLEILMSELDPEVMDQFYM 19 ITGSVIDA  2 FSPCGYSMNGMK  1 DGTYWTIHITPEPD 0 FSYVSFETNV
DCAM_DROME PDQTIEILMQDLDPETMSIFYK 19 LPTMHIDD  2 FDPCGYSMNGIN  1 KGEYMTIHITPENQ 0 FSYVSFETNV
s2 PDHTLEILMSDLDEEVLHKFTK 21 AGADVHDE  1 FDPCGYSMNAYM  2 TDQYATIHVTPEKA 0 FSFASFETNQ
                         hhhhhhh     hhhhhhh?          ssssss         ss           sssssss
SPEH_ARCFU VGRHIIAELYG 15 VEEVVDKA 11 FNPHGVTGIVLI  0 AESHVSIHTWPEYG 0 LVNLDIFTCG
SPH1_AERPE FGLHVYGNFYC 15 VLEAAREG 10 KIGEGVSVVAII  0 LESHITVHTWPEYR 0 FATVDVYSCG
SPH2_AERPE VGKHVYGSLYG 15 VVRAAESA 12 GEKGGVSVIVLV  0 LESHLALHTWPEYD 0 YATFDIYTCG
s3 LGKHLILELWG 15 LVDSVKAC 11 FSPQGATGVAVL  0 AESHIAIHTYPEYG 0 YAALDVFTCG
SPEH_THEMA LGRHLVAEFYE 15 MKQAAYES 11 FLPYGVSGVVVI  0 SESHLTIHTWPEYG 0 YAAIDLFTCG
SPEH_THEVO VGIHIIADFYG 15 IEGAVKYG 11 FRPQGASGVVLL  0 AESHLSFHTWPEYG 0 LVTLDIYTCG
s4 VGEHLLLDLYG 15 LREAADAL 21 EAGGGVTGVLLL  0 AESHLSIHTWPEHG 0 FAAIDAFMCG
SPEH_PYRAB IGHHYIVEAAG 15 FLEAAKRG 11 FSPMGVSGVVIV  0 AESHISVHTWPEKG 0 YAALDVYTCG
SPH1_PYRAE VGRHVYGNLYG 15 VKEAVKVA 12 GPGGGLTVFAVV  0 AESHISIHTWPEHG 0 FATVDVYTCG
SPEH_PYRHO IGHHYIVEAAG 15 FLEAAKRG 11 FSPMGVSGVVIV  0 AESHISVHTWPEKG 0 YAALDVYTCG
SPH1_SULSO IGKHVFGNLYD 15 VLEAVDIA 13 GKKGGVSVIALV  0 EESHIALHTWNEYN 0 YATLDVYTCG
SPH2_SULSO VGKQVYGSLYE 15 IKEAADIG 10 KIGEGVSVVAII  0 LESHITIHTWPEYR 0 FATVDVYSCG
SPEH_AQUAE LGLHILADLYG 15 LEGAVKYA 11 FQPHGATGVVLL  0 AESHISIHTWPEHG 0 LATVDVYTCG
SPH1_BACHD MGRHVIAELWG 15 FVDAALKA 11 FAPQGISGVVII  0 SESHLTIHSFPEHG 0 YASIDVYTCG
SPEH_PSEAE LGKQLVIELFD 15 MLEAARQA 11 FSPIGISGVVVI  0 AESHLAIHTWPEYG 0 YAAVDVFTCG
SPED_SALTY LKLHGFNNLTK 33 RLTEILSE 16 YEPQGASVTILV 27 DKSHICVHTYPESH 8 RADIEVSTCG
SPED_PSEAE LKLHGFNNLTK 33 RLTQILTD 16 YDPQGASVTILI 27 DKSHITVHTYPEIH 8 RVDIDVSTCG
SPED_YERPE LKLHGFNNLTK 33 RLTEILSE 16 YDPQGASVTILV 27 DKSHICVHTYPESH 8 RADIEVSTCG
SPED_CLOAB IKLHGFNNLTK 33 RLTEILTN 16 YDPQGASVTILV 29 DKSHITVHTYPEYH 8 RADIDVSTCG
SPED_BUCAI LKLYGFNNLTK 33 RLTKILKK 16 YEPQGASVTILV 26 DKSHICVHTYPESH 8 RADIEVSTCG
SPED_XYLFA LRLQGFNNLTK 33 RLTQILTD 16 YDPQGASVTILI 24 DKSHITVHTYPETH 8 RADIDVATCG
SPED_ECOLI LKLHGFNNLTK 33 RLTEILSE 16 YEPQGASVTILV 27 DKSHICVHTYPESH 8 RADIEVSTCG
S S H C
  
  
  BMC Structural Biology 2005, 5:19 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1472-6807/5/19
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sheet, and the larger subunit completes this sheet and
accounts for all the strands in the other sheet. The arrange-
ment is unique among the known protein folds, but visual
inspection and superposition of the two α-β halves of the
molecule revealed their remarkable similarity and sug-
gested the hypothesis of internal duplication [61,62]. The
evolutionary origin and catalytic mechanism of prokaryo-
tic SAMDC remained unclear.
Searches of sequence databases with the PSI-BLAST pro-
gram and more involved probabilistic models of aligned
SAMDC enzymes confirmed statistically significant
sequence similarity between archaeal and bacterial
enzymes, and also, intriguingly, produced several statisti-
cally insignificant local matches to one-half of eukaryotic
SAMDC sandwich, in the area corresponding to the β-
strand 12 in the three-dimensional structure. This strand
is positioned next to the active center of the enzyme, and
contains residues important for catalysis and/or binding
of the substrate (see below). Because both these residues
appeared to be preserved in the BLAST output, we sought
better statistical validation of this similarity using
Metaserver [56]. When SAMDC homolog from archaea
Archaeoglobus fulgidus was used as a query, the highest 3D-
Jury consensus score (46–60) was reported to the set of
the eukaryotic SAMDC structures; this score is at the top
of the zone with borderline significance, where most of
the non-trivial similarities are discovered [56]. The first
false positive (bacterial luciferase) was associated with the
sharp drop in the 3D-Jury scores (14.5).
Almost complete archaeal sequence can be aligned to the
half of eukaryotic template, with just one short gap. Con-
versely, the aligned region of the template corresponds
almost precisely to the C-terminal half of the double sand-
wich. We conclude that the archaeal enzyme may resem-
ble a half of the eukaryotic SAMDC fold and may be
directly related to the pre-duplication ancestor of that
fold. Multiple sequence alignment of archaeal, bacterial,
and eukaryotic enzymes strongly reinforces these observa-
tions (Figure 5a). The C-terminal halves of eukaryotic
enzymes could be aligned to prokaryotic homologs
directly and unequivocally; the structurally similar N-ter-
minal halves had to be superimposed using the knowl-
edge of secondary structure and information about a few
conserved residues.
The functional and evolutionary implications of the align-
ment are provocative. In mammalian enzymes, SAM
decarboxylase is active as a dimer in which each protomer
contains one large and one small subunit, and each of the
two halves of the sandwich contributes several residues to
binding the substrate and actually performing the cataly-
sis. In particular, Ser residue in β-strand 4 of the eukaryo-
tic enzymes, which is converted into catalytic pyruvoyl
group, appears to be within a short distance of the car-
boxyl group of SAM forming a Schiff base adduct with it.
Before product release, carbon of decarboxylated SAM is
protonated by adjacent Cys (Figure 5b). This protonation
regenerate the pyruvoyl group [63]. Also close to the active
site is the side chain of the histidine residue in strand 12,
which is believed to be responsible for abstraction of a
proton from the α-carbon of the catalytic serine during
proenzyme processing [64].
Two acidic residues contribute to binding of SAM:
glutamic acid at the C-terminus of strand 3 contacts the
base, and another glutamate, at the C-terminus of strand
12, interacts with both hydroxyl groups of the ribose ring.
All these residues are conserved in eukaryotic SAMDCs –
some in the N-terminal half of the sandwich, and others
in the structurally equivalent C-terminal half. Interest-
ingly, in archaeal and most bacterial enzymes, the pattern
of conservation of these residues appears to be the union
of conserved elements in the two halves of eukaryotic
enzymes (Figure 5a), as if the bacto-archaeal enzyme is a
homolog of one half of the eukaryotic enzyme, and the β-
sandwich in the holoenzyme are made of two identical
molecules.
When this manuscript was in preparation, the structure of
ligand-free holoenzyme from bacterium T. maritima was
deposited in the database (PDB structure 1TMI). Analysis
of this structure confirms this sequence-based prediction
and suggests that the bacto-archaeal form is ancestral, and
the eukaryotic form has been derived from it by domain
duplication/fusion, followed by functional specialization
of two halves (most notably, by mutating the C-half of the
enzyme so that it no longer undergoes autoproteolysis –
Figure 5b).
SET domain
Discovered as conserved domain shared by chromatin
remodeling proteins Su(var)3–9, E(Z) (short for Enhancer
of Zeste) and Trithorax, SET domains turned out to be a
distinct class of SAM-dependent methyltransferases. All
studied SET methyltransferases transfer methyl group to
lysine within various nuclear proteins involved in chro-
matin function and regulation of transcription, such as
histones, TAF10, tumor suppressor p53, but also in such
diverse proteins as Rubisco and cytochrome C [65-68].
In SET-domain methyltransferases amine of the substrate
lysine residue access the methyl donor (SAM) through a
narrow channel connecting the substrate and SAM bind-
ing surfaces [69]. SAM binding site and the catalytic center
of all studied SET domains seem to be constructed on the
unusual but conserved, all-β, knot-like structure [70].
Adenosyl moiety of SAM interacts directly and indirectly,
through water, with conserved histidine (PDB structure:BMC Structural Biology 2005, 5:19 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1472-6807/5/19
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1O9S-His297; 1P0Y-His243). This histidine may serve as
a proton acceptor for the hydroxyl group of invariant Tyr
(PDB structure 1O9S-Tyr335). The -OH of this Tyr is
within 4 Å of the presumptive location of the substrate Lys
Nζ, and may be involved in Lys side chain deprotonation
(deprotonated Lys is presumed to make a nucleophilic
attack on the SAM methyl group). Positively charged
amino nitrogen from SAM hydrogen bonds with the side
chain of invariant asparagine (PDB structure 1O9S-
Asn296). This interaction may contribute to the compact
conformation of the SAM molecule.
Phylogenetic analysis of the SET domain suggests that it is
an evolutionary innovation in the eukaryotic lineage
(with secondary lateral transfer to bacteria, archaea and
viruses) [71]. SET domains (Figure 1h and SCOP super-
family: 82199) have a fold unique for SAM binding pro-
teins – a substrate binding subdomain between two
structural repeats, which may have evolved by duplication
of 3-stranded unit with a generic ligand binding role
[71,72]. Those repeats have a β-clip fold formed by dou-
ble-stranded ribbons sharply bent in two places; the rib-
bon ends form incomplete barrel.
Similar duplication of a basic three-stranded unit contain-
ing the β-clip structural motif probably occurred also in
related SAF and dUTPase superfamilies [72], which, how-
ever, tend to bind sugar and sugar derivatives [72]. There
have been several other cases of adaptation of a generic
ligand binding domain for SAM-binding, both in
enzymes and in regulatory proteins without catalytic
activity (see below).
SAM synthetase
S-adenosylmethionine synthetase (SAM synthetase,
ATP:L-methionine S-adenosyltransferase, or MAT, EC:
2.5.1.6) is the main, or, possibly, the only enzyme of de
novo SAM biosynthesis. SAM synthases from bacteria and
eukaryotes are closely related at the sequence level and
have very similar structures [73]. SAM synthases tran-
siently interact with SAM prior to its release. The mecha-
nism of reaction is thought to rely on conserved His14
(Figure 6), which acts as an acid to cleave the C5'-O5'
bond of ATP, while simultaneously a change in the ribose
ring conformation from C4'-exo to C3'-endo occurs, and
the S of Met makes a nucleophilic attack on the C5' to
form SAM [74].
The fold of bacto-eukaryal SAM synthetase is unique; each
protein chain is based on a β-α-β-β-α-β module that folds
into a wedge-like shape. A polypeptide chain consists of
three such tandemly repeated modules, so that the com-
plete SAM synthetase fold looks like a three-slice cream
pie with topping made of β-sheets (Figure 1L). The active
form of the enzyme appears to consist of two pies, with β-
layers facing each other. Two SAM molecules are bound
between the sheets of this dimer. In the E. coli enzyme,
both subunits contribute many residues to SAM binding
(Komoto et al. [74], Figure 6, and PDB structure: 1P7L and
1RG9) In particular, adenosine binds to Asp163, Arg229,
Phe230 on one subunit and to Ser99 on another subunit,
and interacts with many additional amino acids on both
subunits via water-mediated hydrogen bond network.
Methionine binds to Gln98 and Asp238 on one subunit,
to Glu55 on another, and likewise makes many additional
water molecule-mediated contacts. Bacto-eukaryal SAM
synthetase is an evolutionary unique sequence and struc-
tural family. Even SAM decarboxylase, which is superfi-
cially similar in that it also sandwiches SAM between two
β-sheets, has no detectable sequence or structure similar-
ity to SAM synthetase.
SAM synthetases from Archaea have been isolated on the
basis of their biochemical activity [75]. We performed
sensitive searches of the conserved domain database, and
found clear evidence for common ancestry of all SAM syn-
thetases (Table 2). Multiple sequence alignment and sec-
ondary structure prediction indicate that archaeal
enzymes share the same three-dimensional structure as
their eukaryotic and bacterial homologs. All known SAM
synthetases have conserved GHPD signature containing
the main catalytic residue (His14 in E. coli gi:46015497)
[75]. Despite high sequence divergence between archaeal
and bacto-eukaryal enzymes, the complement of substrate
binding residues is well-preserved (Figure 6). The appar-
ent common origin of this unique enzyme in all major
divisions of Life is of great interest for reconstruction of
the repertoire of SAM-binding protein in the ancestral life
forms (see below).
SAM-binding modules derived from generic ligand-binding 
domains
ACC synthase
ACC synthase (S-adenosyl-L-methionine methylthioade-
nosine lyase, EC: 4.4.1.14, KOG0256) catalyses the rate-
limiting step in biosynthesis of plant hormone ethylene
by the α,γ-elimination of methylthioadenosine from SAM
to produce 1-aminocyclopropane-1-carboxylate (ACC)
[76]. ACC synthases require pyridoxal phosphate (PLP)
for activity, and are related in sequence and structure to a
large, diverse group of PLP-dependent transferases. The
shared catalytic domain of this fold is of α/β/α type, with
mixed central β-sheet of 7 strands (order 3245671), where
strand 7 is antiparallel to the rest (SCOP fold: 53382; Fig-
ure 1j). Several residues are essential for the substrate
binding (reviewed by Jakubowicz; numbered as in PDB
structure 1B8G): Glu47 is responsible for putative ionic
interaction with SAM; Ala46 and Arg407 interact with car-
boxypropyl moiety of SAM; Arg150 interacts with ribose
moiety; and Ser18, Tyr19, Phe20, and Pro146 form hydro-BMC Structural Biology 2005, 5:19 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1472-6807/5/19
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Multiple sequence alignment of SAM synthetases Figure 6
Multiple sequence alignment of SAM synthetases. Essential amino acids for the first (*) and the second substrate binding 
subunit are numbered as in gi:46015497 (PDB structure 1P7L and 1RG9). Aligned sequences represent protein from Archaea 
(gi:3334428 – M. jannaschii), Eukaryota (gi:400245 – H. sapiens, gi:6016553 – C. elegans), and Bacteria (gi:46015497 – E. coli, 
gi:15836994 – X. fastidiosa, gi:22095828 – F. nucleatum, gi:13357974 – U. parvum, gi:2500686 – M. pneumoniae, gi:21646472 – C. 
tepidum). Residues are highlighted according to the amino acid properties with designations as in Figure 2. Substrate binding is 
annotated below the alignment as follows: small letters – water mediated interactions; inverted colors – interactions with 
ligand from the second subunit of the homodimeric protein ; A/a – adenosyl moiety; R – ribosyl moiety, M/m – methionine 
moiety; (+) – Mg2+; K – K+; P – PPNP/Phosphate moiety. Consensus positions of the secondary structure elements are shown 
above the alignment. Numbers in parentheses indicate number of residues omitted for clarity.
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phobic pocket for the adenine ring of SAM [77]. Invariant
Tyr85 is involved in the substrate recognition, and inter-
acts with active-site Lys273 from the adjacent subunit
(Lys273 forms a covalent Schiff base with PLP cofactor)
[78,79].
Structure of ACC synthase is similar to other PLP-depend-
ent transferases, such as transaminating
aminotransferases,  β-eliminating lyases, and cystathio-
nine synthase. The only other enzyme in this group that
binds SAM is 7,8-Diaminopelargonic acid (DAPA) syn-
thase, which utilizes SAM in a different way than ACC syn-
Table 1: Classes of SAM binding proteins
Reaction summary Trivial name, EC number Sequence families and spatial folds 
(summary)
Evolutionary roots and status 
in LUCA
Methyl transfer SAM-dependent 
methyltransferase, EC:2.1.1.-
Five classes: I, Rossmann fold; II, reactivation 
domain of methionine synthase; III, 
"corrinoid-like" MTases; IV, SPOUT domain; 
V, SET domain. Classes I-IV are α/β folds, 
class V is a β-clip. The Rossmann-fold MTases 
are the largest class of SAM-dependent 
enzymes. The folds of Classes II and III are 
unique. Trm10 and TrmH families of RNA 
MTases appear to be the modified versions, 
of, respectively, class IV fold [47], [49] and 
class I fold fused to PP-superfamily ATPase 
(this study). GTP MTase of Sindbis-like viruses 
may belong to α/β class, but specific fold 
prediction is unavailable
Several distinct Rossmann-fold 
methyl transferases in LUCA.
Methylene transfer Cyclopropane fatty acid synthase, 
EC:2.1.1.79
Rossmann-fold methyltransferase family Derived from an ancient enzyme; 
not in LUCA
Aminoalkyl transfer 1 Nicotianamine synthase, 
EC:2.5.1.43
Rossmann-fold methyltransferase family with 
permuted order of sequence motifs
Derived from an ancient enzyme; 
not in LUCA
ACC synthase, EC:4.4.1.14 PLP-dependent aminotransferase fold; the 
SAM-binding domain is derived from generic 
substrate-binding cleft
Derived from an ancient enzyme; 
not in LUCA
Acyl-homoserine lactone synthase, 
EC:6.1.-
GNAT-type acetyltransferase fold; the SAM-
binding domain is derived from generic 
substrate-binding cleft
Derived from an ancient enzyme; 
not in LUCA
Aminopropyl transfer Spermidine synthase, EC:2.5.1.16 Rossmann-fold methyltransferase family, but 
the substrate is decarboxy-SAM
Probably in LUCA
Ribosyl transfer tRNA-ribosyl transferase-
isomerase, EC:5.-
QueA family; smaller β-barrel N-terminal 
domain and a larger C-terminal domain with 
α/β fold, distantly related to a TIM-barrel
Bacterial invention; not in LUCA
5'deoxyadenosyl 
transfer
5'-fluoro-5'-deoxy-adenosine 
synthase, EC:2.5.1.63
Two-domains; larger N-terminal domain has 
distant similarity to Rossmann-fold 
methyltransferases, smaller C-terminal 
domain is a β-barrel
Bacterial invention; not in LUCA
5'deoxyadenosyl radical 
synthesis
SAM radical enzymes TIM-like α/β barrel with additional inserted 
elements. May have distant sequence 
similarity to TIM barrel of corrinoid 
methyltransferase (see text)
Probably in LUCA
SAM decarboxylation SAM decarboxylase, EC:4.1.1.50 α/β/β/α sandwich in eukaryotes, apparently 
produced by duplication of a half-unit; stand-
alone half-units exist in many bacteria and 
archaea
Probably in LUCA
De novo SAM synthesis Methionine adenosyl transferase, 
EC:2.5.1.6
Unique fold: repeat of 3 β-α-β-β-α-β units Probably in LUCA
Regulatory binding of 
SAM
Methionine repressor All-α SAM-binding domain is derived from 
generic small molecule-binding domain
Bacterial innovation
CBS domain Mostly-β SAM-binding domain is derived from 
generic small molecule-binding domain
Not in LUCA
Transcription factor mtTFB Rossmann-fold methyltransferase family 
member that has lost catalytic activity
1 An additional reaction in this class is synthesis of acp3U, a modified base in some tRNAs and rRNAs. This amino alkyl transfer requires SAM, but 
responsible protein has not been identified.BMC Structural Biology 2005, 5:19 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1472-6807/5/19
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thase, namely as amino group donor in aminotransferase
reaction. Both ACC synthase and DAPA synthase have
similar active site residues involved in PLP cofactor bind-
ing. The interactions between SAM and DAPA synthase
have not been studied in detail.
It is likely that ACC synthase and DAPA synthase evolved
from other aminotransferases with different, perhaps
broad, specificity, by accumulating changes in the ligand-
binding region that increased its specificity towards SAM
[80]. The evolutionary heritage of ACC synthase is mani-
fest in the retained ability of the enzyme to catalyze slow
transamination of substrates such as alanine [81]. Struc-
tural similarity between ACC-, DAPA-synthase and some
other PLP-dependent enzymes (i.e. cystine C-S lyase –
PDB structure 1ELQ; cystathionine β-lyase – PDB struc-
ture 1CL2) indicate that SAM binding in this case may
have originated from ancestor with PLP-dependent bind-
ing of amino group of various sulfur containing amino
acids or amino acid derivatives.
AHL synthase
Synthesis and detection of acyl-homoserine lactones
(AHLs) enables many gram-negative bacteria to engage in
quorum/diffusion sensing, an intercellular signaling
mechanism that activates differentiation towards viru-
lence and biofilm formation [82-84].
The AHL synthases (COG3916) catalyze acylation and
lactonization of SAM, where the acyl group is provided by
acylated acyl carrier protein (acyl-ACP) [85,86]. AHL syn-
thases (SCOP family: 75508; Figure 1p) has acyl-CoA N-
acyltransferase ("GNAT-like") fold: α/β/α sandwich with
highly twisted β-sheet (SCOP fold: 55728). The conserved
N-terminal residues: Arg23, Phe27, and Trp33 (numbered
as in PDB structure 1RO5) form putative SAM binding
pocket and undergo a dramatic conformational rearrange-
ment upon acyl-ACP binding. This conformational
change brings conserved residues of the putative SAM
binding site in close proximity to the catalytic site [87].
Position of conserved β-bulge formed by Ser103 and
Arg104 in β4 (numbered as in PDB structure 1RO5) dis-
Table 2: Repertoire of SAM-binding proteins in the Last Universal Common Ancestor
COG Phyletic pattern 
parsimony1
Tree topology2 Protein product name and function Fold class
SAM-binding proteins in LUCA – best-supported COGs
COG0030 1/0 + KsgA, Dimethyladenosine transferase (rRNA 
methylation)
Rossmann fold
COG0144 1/0 + Sun, tRNA and rRNA cytosine-C5-methylases Rossmann fold
COG0192 0/1 3 + 3 MetK, S-adenosylmethionine synthetase (releases SAM as 
product)
SAM synthase
COG0421 1/0 + SpeE, Spermidine synthase Rossmann fold
COG0500 1/0 + SmtA, SAM-dependent methyltransferases Rossmann fold
COG0621 1/0 + MiaB, 2-methylthioadenine synthetase Rossmann fold
COG1180 0/1 + PflA, Pyruvate-formate lyase-activating enzyme SAM radical (TIM barrel)
COG1586 0/1 3 + 3 SpeD, S-adenosylmethionine decarboxylase SAM decarboxylase
COG2890 1/0 + PrmC (HemK), Methylase of polypeptide chain release 
factors
Rossmann fold
SAM-binding proteins in LUCA – tentatively supported COGs
COG0007 1/0 ? CysG, Uroporphyrinogen-III methylase SAM radical (TIM barrel)
COG0220 1/0 ? Predicted S-adenosylmethionine-dependent 
methyltransferase
Rossmann fold
COG0293 0/1 ? FtsJ, 23S rRNA methylase Rossmann fold
COG0320 0/1 ? LipA, Lipoate synthase SAM radical (TIM barrel)
COG0502 0/1 ? BioB, Biotin synthase and related enzymes SAM radical (TIM barrel)
COG0565 0/1 ? LasT, rRNA methylases SPOUT
COG0685 1/0 ? MetF, 5,10-methylenetetrahydrofolate reductase (binds 
SAM as inhibitor)
TIM barrel
COG1189 0/1 ? Predicted rRNA methylase Rossmann fold
COG2226 1/0 ? UbiE, Methylase involved in ubiquinone/menaquinone 
biosynthesis
Rossmann fold
1 Placement of COGs in LUCA based on weighted parsimony analysis of phyletic patterns [138]. 1/0 indicates that this gene has been tracked back 
to LUCA genome under all tested conditions; 0/1 indicates tentative placement of gene in LUCA under some but not all conditions.
2 Phylogenetic analysis of each COG. Plus sign indicates tree topology that is fully consistent with gene presence in LUCA, and the question mark 
indicates a tentative support for the LUCA hypothesis (see Materials and Methods)
3 The common ancestry and phylogeny of archaeal, bacterial, and eukaryotic homologs was established in this work (see text for details).BMC Structural Biology 2005, 5:19 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1472-6807/5/19
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tinguishes SAM-binding from other proteins with acyl-
CoA-N-acyltransferase fold [86,87]. There is no detectable
sequence or structural similarity between AHL synthases
and other known SAM binding proteins, indicating inde-
pendent origin of SAM binding in this fold. As with ACC
synthase and DAPA synthase, the most likely mechanism
of adaptation was by selecting relatively small changes in
a generic ligand-binding region that increased relative
affinity to SAM.
Met repressor
The E. coli MetJ repressor (Figure 1m; SCOP family:
100972; COG3060) uses SAM as a co-repressor to regulate
the production of methionine. MetJ is a homodimeric,
DNA-binding protein with ribbon-helix-helix fold. Co-
repressor (SAM) binds to each monomer of the protein
dimer at sites that lie on the opposite side of the protein
from the DNA-binding motif. Binding of co-repressor
affects DNA affinity, but apparently not specificity of MetJ
[88-91]. Affinity of MetJ DNA binding is affected prima-
rily by the positive charge associated with the ternary
sulfur atom in co-repressor (SAM), which creates a region
of positive electrostatic potential on the DNA binding sur-
face overlapping the adjacent phosphodiester backbone
in the region of the operator [92-94]. The SAM's adenine
ring inserts itself deeply inside a hydrophobic pocket, con-
sisted of side chains from both monomers. The positively
charged sulfur of the SAM is greatly attracted by the net
negatively charged C-terminal end of the β-helix, hence
docking the SAM molecule in place. Electrostatic proper-
ties of SAM and its ability to serve as a regulatory feedback
molecule in the common metabolic pathway of methio-
nine synthesis probably played an important role in the
emergence of this unique mode of SAM binding by MetJ.
MetJ is the only known SAM-binding representative of
evolutionarily ancient ribbon-helix-helix (RHH) class of
DNA-binding proteins [92,95]. Evolution of SAM cofactor
binding in this protein was feasible because SAM adenosyl
moiety fit into the cleft formed by both monomers, and
its sulfonium center conformation was able to adapt to
non-catalytic electrostatic interactions with MetJ
repressor.
CBS
CBS-domains (COG0517) are widely distributed in all
divisions of Life, in the form of fusions with various unre-
lated proteins, where they usually form tandem pairs.
Binding of the adenosyl-containing molecules, such as
ATP, AMP, and SAM by CBS-domains is important for
their function as energy or redox status-sensing modules
[96-98]. Some CBS-domains also binds single stranded
nucleic acids [99].
In general, a tandem of CBS domains (encoded by ~120
aa) folds into one domain with a β-sandwich and 4 α-hel-
ices extending from one edge (Figure 1o). CBS domains
within each pair are asymmetric. CBS-domain is common
in multidomain proteins (i.e.: 15 in Bacteria and 9 in
Archaea [100]) and is probably derived from generic
small molecule-binding domain. The mode of SAM bind-
ing to CBS domains remains unknown.
Rare folds
Porphyrin C-methyltransferase
Porphyrin C-methyltransferases are a family of proteins
involved in biosynthesis of tetrapyrroles, which are used
in chelation of metal ion. Representative structures of Cbif
and CysG with bound reaction product (SAH) are known.
They have the same fold, which consists of two dissimilar
α/β domains. Domain 1 has parallel sheet of 5 strands
(order 32415) sandwiched between 3 α-helices; domain 2
has mixed sheet of 5 strands (also sandwiched between 3
α-helices), order 12534; strands 4 & 5 are antiparallel to
the rest; (Figure 1d) [101,102]. The reaction product is
bound in a large pocket between the N and C-terminal
domains. Binding pocket contains conserved glycine-rich
loop GAGPGD, similarly to Rossmann-fold methyltrans-
ferases, but in crystal structures of porphyrin C-methyl-
transferases (i.e. PDB structure 1CBF, 1PJQ, and 1S4D)
glycine-rich loop does not contact methionine moiety of
SAH, at least in the absence of the precorrin substrate.
Instead, Pro30 from the glycine-rich loop (numbered as
in PDB structure 1CBF) forms hydrogen bond with ade-
nosyl moiety. Other conserved residues participate in
(SAH) binding: adenosyl moiety hydrogen-bond with
conserved Ala213, ribosyl moiety hydrogen bound with
conserved hydrophobic Leu184 and Ala241; carboxyl
group bind Asp103 from conserved Gly-Asp-Pro motif
and also Tyr131; the amino group hydrogen-bond with
conserved hydrophobic Met106. Near the entrance of
SAM binding cleft there is conserved aromatic residue
(Tyr107) positioned next to the sulfur of SAH.
Despite structural similarity to Rossmann-fold methyl-
transferases and local sequence similarity in the glycine-
rich loop, porphyrin C-methyltransferases have distinct
mode of SAM binding. The evolutionary relationships
between porphyrin methyltransferases and other SAM-
binding (or indeed any other) proteins remain unclear.
Met synthase activation domain
B12-dependent methionine synthases are large multido-
main proteins, which catalyze a multistep reaction of the
transfer of a methyl group from 5-methyltetrahydrofolate
to homocysteine. The C-terminal domain of Met synthase
is involved in reactivation of spontaneously oxidized
coenzyme B12, and therefore is required for the catalysis.
This activation domain (pfam02965 and C-terminal partBMC Structural Biology 2005, 5:19 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1472-6807/5/19
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of COG1410) has an unusual fold: β-α(2)-β(2)-α(2)-β-α-
β; antiparallel β-sheet; order 12354 (Figure 1e; SCOP fold:
56506). Large conformational changes are required for
reactivation reaction to occur [103-105].
This domain binds SAM in a shallow groove along the
edges of the β-strands. There are several conserved resi-
dues involved in SAM binding (numbered as in PDB
structure 1MSK): Asp946 and Glu1101 bind
carboxypropyl moiety; Arg1134 and Tyr1130 (later via
water mediated interactions) bind ribosyl moiety;
Tyr1139 and Tyr1189 participate in stacking interactions
with adenosyl moiety; Tyr1190 main chain (or Phe in
other known sequences) hydrogen bond with adenosyl
moiety of SAM. This unusual domain is found in bacterial
and metazoan proteins. Interestingly, Met synthases of
thermophilic bacteria lack the SAM-binding/activation
domain altogether. Presumably, the lack of the transferase
domain activity is compensated for by the methyltrans-
ferase protein also involved in the same reaction [106].
This particular adaptation in thermophiles seems to be
partly due to requirement for greater thermal stability of
the enzyme – making large conformational changes
required for reactivation less favorable.
Divergence and convergence in evolution of SAM binding
The known SAM-binding proteins belong to 15 distinct
superfamilies/folds, which comprise at least 20 more
sequence families (Figure 1 and Table 4), that is: 1 – Ross-
mann fold (methyltransferase, methylene transferase,
nicotianamine synthase, spermidine synthase, spermine
synthase, and acalcynomycin-10-hydroxylase), 2  – Met
synthase activating domain, 3 – porphyrin C-methyltrans-
ferase, 4  – SPOUT methyltransferase, 5  – SET domain
methyltransferase, 6 – isoprenylcysteine carboxyl methyl-
transferase, 7 – fluorinating enzyme, 8 – tRNA ribosyl-
transferase-isomerase (QueA), 9 – SAM decarboxylase, 10
– SAM synthetase, 11 – ACC synthase and DAPA synthase,
12  – N-acyl-homoserine lactone synthase, 13  – Met
repressor, 14 – CBS domain, 15 – SAM-dependent radical.
These folds belong to all four large structural classes [107],
though there is a distinct excess of α-β and especially α/β
folds.
Comparison of fold classes and molecular functions
reveals a broad picture of complex interplay between
sequence divergence and functional convergence in the
evolution of SAM-binding proteins and SAM-dependent
molecular functions. On the whole, the assemblage of
SAM-binding proteins is extremely heterogeneous. There
are huge, apparently monophyletic, superfamilies, which
in turn belong to even larger superfolds (Class I methyl-
transferases from a Rossmann-like superfold is an exam-
ple), and there are small families with unique folds. There
are molecular functions confined to just one superfamily,
as in the case of SAM radical formation, which thus far is
known to be performed only by enzymes belonging to
large and diverse, yet apparently monophyletic, TIM-bar-
rel-like SAM-radical fold. On the other hand, there is
SAM-dependent methylation, performed by at least five
classes of enzymes, which represent two completely differ-
ent fold classes and may have been "invented" three or
four times (ref. [12] and this study).
Duplication of protein domains is relatively common in
both prokaryotes and eukaryotes, for example at least
58% of the domains in Mycoplasma [108] and 98% of the
domains in humans [109-111] are duplicates. Several
SAM-binding proteins appear to have evolved by ancient
domain duplications. Examples include SET-domain
methyltransferase [71], SAM synthase, where triplication
of a basic wedge-shaped module is likely, and eukaryal
SAM decarboxylase (this study). Here again, there is no
strict correlation between that mechanism of protein
emergence and its further evolution trajectory: SAM syn-
thase and SAM decarboxylase have most likely persisted in
evolution as single- or low-copy, vertically transmitted
genes since the Last Universal Common Ancestor,
whereas SET methyltransferases appear to be an eukaryo-
tic innovation that experienced lineage-specific expan-
sions, significant diversification of substrate specificity,
and occasional horizontal transfer to prokaryotes.
Examination of the largest, most diverse set of SAM-
dependent enzymes unified by common biochemical
function, namely, SAM-dependent methyltransferases,
shows more of the same trend. All methyltransferases
belong to the same EC class (EC: 2.1.1.-), but they com-
prise five structural families (reviewed in ref. [12]), which
appear to lack clearly discernible common ancestor (with
the possible exception of Class I and SPOUT methyltrans-
ferase, see above). Three classes, I, IV, and V, are large,
found across broad groups of genomes, and, at least in the
cases of classes I and V, in multiple genomic contexts,
including various protein fusions. In contrast, class II is
restricted to just one specialized enzymatic system,
methionine synthase, with very specific domain composi-
tion. Class I displays a huge variety of substrate specifici-
ties, whereas the substrates of other classes are much more
narrowly defined (tetrapyrroles for class III, mostly rRNAs
and tRNAs for class IV, and short list of proteins for class
V). Interestingly, each of these classes of substrates are also
targeted by class I enzymes. For example, although most
of precorrin methyltransferases are class III enzymes, pre-
corrin-C6 methyltransferase CbiT is a typical Class-I Ross-
mannoid [112]. Similarly, though most histone lysine N-
methyltransferases are class V (SET-domain proteins), the
Dot1 histone H3-Lys79 N-methyltransferase belongs to
Class I [113]. In at least one case, exactly the same base inBMC Structural Biology 2005, 5:19 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1472-6807/5/19
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Table 3: Counts of each family in selected genomes
Protein family name and number of genes (proteins) per genome Additional information about counts of each family in 
selected genomes.
HUMAN ARATH YEAST PSEAE MYCTU SULSO HELPY
1. Rossmann fold MTase
49 (64) 70 (81) 30 55 37 31 26 Rossmann fold methyltransferase (MTase) makes the list of 10 
most commonly used sequence and structure families [15]. In 
analyzed genomes, 4.6% of Rossmann fold MTase does not have 
motif-I (Gly-rich) and may lack MTase activity. Fold: Rossmann-
fold.
2. Met synthase activating domain
10 0 1 1 0 0 P r e s e n t  i n  m a n y  bacteria and metazoan. Fold: Met synthase 
activation domain-like.
3. MTase class III
1 3 (4) 2 8 6 7 1 Human genome encodes protein similar to diphthine synthase but 
not other Class-III MTases (i.e. from tetrapyrrole biosynthesis 
pathway) identified in analyzed genomes. Fold: Tetrapyrrole-
methyltransferase.
4. SPOUT MTase
3 5 2 4 6 1 2 Every analyzed here genome has at least one putative SPOUT 
rRNA MTase, in archaea the same base of tRNA is methylated by 
Rossmann-fold instead of SPOUT MTase. Fold: α/β knot.
5. SET domain MTase
25 (34) 34 (41) 5 0 0 0 0 Present in all Eukaryota with sporadic lateral transfer to bacteria 
and archaea (but not identified in prokaryotic genomes analyzed 
here). In S. cerevisiae all selected sequences similar to SET-domain 
MTases are conserved within smart00317 domain (in contrast to 
SET-domain proteins other then MTases). Fold: β-clip.
6. methylene transferase
0 4 0 1 10 0 1 This enzyme performs cyclopropane fatty acid synthesis and is 
important for Mycobacterium survival. Fold: Rossmann-fold.
7. Nicotianamine synthase
0 4 0 0 0 0 0 This is plant enzyme has similarity to proteins with unknown 
function infrequently distributed in bacteria, archaea and fungi 
(discussed earlier). Fold: Rossmann-fold (predicted).
8. spermidine synthase &9. spermine synthase
1 3 2 3 1 1 1 The mammalian enzyme is highly specific but the bacterial enzyme 
can use other acceptors then SAM and can synthesize spermine. 
Spermidine synthase but not spermine synthase is essential for 
survival of Arabidopsis and S. cerevisiae [142-144]. Fold: 
Rossmann-fold.
10. aclacynomycin-10-hydroxylase
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Was found in Streptomyces purpurascens only. Fold: Rossmann-
fold.
11. isoprenylcysteine O-MTase
2 2 1 0 3 0 0 ICMT enzymes are present in all eukaryotic organisms [145]. 
Fold: unknown (predicted: all-α).
12. fluorinating enzyme
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Gene encoding fluorinating enzyme was identified in Streptomyces 
cattleya but not yet in plants synthesizing fluorinated metabolites. 
Fold: Rossmann-like and β-barrel.
13. QueA
0 0 0 1 0 0 1 QueA (tRNA ribosyltransferase – isomerase) homologs are 
found only in bacteria. Fold: QueA-like (TIM-barrel and β-
barrel).
14. SAM decarboxylase
1 4 1 2 ? 2 ? SAM decarboxylase activity has been purified from all three 
domains of Life. However M. tuberculosis and H. pylori lack clearly 
identifiable homologue of this enzyme. Fold: SAM-decarboxylase.
15. SAM synthetase
2 4 (5) 2 1 1 1 1 SAM synthases from bacteria and eukaryotes are closely related 
at the sequence level and have very similar structures [73]. SAM 
synthase is involved in development and abiotic stress tolerance 
in plants and have complex expression pattern [146, 147]. Fold: 
SAM-synthetase.BMC Structural Biology 2005, 5:19 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1472-6807/5/19
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tRNA is methylated by Class I methyltransferase in bacte-
ria and by class IV enzyme in archaea [114], suggesting
either parallel evolution of different molecular solutions
for the same task, or functional takeover by an unrelated
gene.
Phyletic distribution and phylogeny of SAM-binding 
proteins suggests multiple roles for SAM in the Last 
Universal Common Ancestor
SAM-binding proteins perform an unprecedented variety
of chemical reactions, and belong to about 22 distinct
sequence and structural families of proteins. It has been
noted that some of these groups of proteins (most nota-
bly, Rossmann-fold methyltransferases) are extremely
ancient and were more than likely represented by multi-
ple paralogs in the life forms predating the divergence of
bacteria, archaea, and eukarya [5]. On the other hand,
some of the SAM-binding proteins appear to have been
invented later in evolution. Such scenarios have been doc-
umented, for example, for SET-domain methyltransferase
family, which is thought to have emerged in early eukary-
otes and then passed to a few bacteria by lateral gene
transfer, while greatly expanding in size in multicellular
eukaryotes [71], and are also likely for Met repressor,
which is a member of the large ligand-binding family
essentially confined to bacteria [115]. A complex picture
of gains, losses, and lineage-specific expansions of genes
coding for SAM-binding proteins is illustrated in Table 3.
We performed a more detailed examination of evolution-
ary trajectories of SAM-binding proteins, using informa-
tion from the NCBI COG database. Each COG is a set of
orthologous genes in completely sequenced genomes,
along with lineage-specific paralogs. A COG is character-
ized by phyletic pattern, which is the set of genomes that
has at least one member of this COG, and by sequence-
based phylogenetic tree of COG members [116]. This
information can be used, in conjunction with the consen-
sus phylogenetic tree of the completely sequence
genomes, to infer the presence or absence of a COG in an
ancestral life form. We used a relatively conservative
estimate, allowing for occasional horizontal gene transfer
and demanding a complete agreement between species'
tree, gene family tree, and phyletic pattern (see Methods
for more detail). Under these conditions, the SAM-bind-
ing complement of LUCA proteins consists of 9 ancestral
COGs (Table 2).
Although 6 of 9 COGs in LUCA represent proteins with
Rossmann-like fold, the remaining three folds are all dif-
ferent. It should be noted that the set of 9 COGs is almost
certainly an underestimation of the SAM-binding pro-
teome in LUCA. Evolutionary model allowing more fre-
16. ACC synthase
2 12 0 0 0 0 0 ACC is the precursor of important plant hormone – ethylene. 
Human homologs have different function. Fold: PLP-dependent 
transferases.
17. N-acyl-homoserine lactone synthase
0 0 0 2 0 0 0 Found in some bacteria only. Fold: GNAT.
18. Met repressor
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Found in some enterobacteria and gamma proteobacteria only. 
Fold: ribbon-helix-helix.
19. CBS domain
5 10 5 7 4 9 3 Numbers of SAM-binding CBS domains presented here are 
approximate because of strong similarity to CBS domains binding 
other adenosine derivatives. Fold: CBS-domain.
20. DAPA synthase
0 1 1 6 2 0 1 Biotin biosynthesis is unique to plants, some fungi and most 
bacteria. Fold: PLP-dependent transferases.
21. SAM-dependent radical
9 (13) 13 (14) 5 18 11 24 11 Human lacks SAM-dependent radical enzyme from biotin and 
thiamine biosynthetic pathways. Those enzymes generate highly 
oxidizing 5'-deoxyadenosyl radical in an anaerobic reducing 
environment, and utilize this radical as catalytic and 
stoichiometric oxidant in many different enzymatic reactions 
[148]. Those enzymes are essential for anaerobic growth. 
Fold:TIM-barrel.
Number of genes and proteins encoded by selected genomes were counted for each SAM-binding protein family. SULSO – Sulfolobus solfataricus 
(Archaea), PSEAE – Pseudomonas aeruginosa (Gamma proteobacteria), HELPY – Helicobacter pylori J99 (Proteobacteria), MYCTU – 
Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Actinobacteria), YEAST – Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Eukaryota), ARATH – Arabidopsis thaliana (Eukaryota), HUMAN 
– Homo sapiens (Eukaryota).
Table 3: Counts of each family in selected genomes (Continued)BMC Structural Biology 2005, 5:19 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1472-6807/5/19
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quent horizontal gene transfer and/or non-orthologous
gene displacements, as well as slight disagreement
between different lines of evidence, will increase the list of
COGs that can be placed in LUCA genome. The specificity
of these additional enzymes varies, although the modifi-
cation of translation apparatus continues to figure promi-
nently in the increased set; the diversity of folds, however,
appears to increase only slightly, mostly due to addition
of the SPOUT fold.
An already-diverse group of Rossmann-like SAM-depend-
ent transferases, a variation of TIM-barrel, and two unique
αββα architectures thus appear to represent the best-sup-
ported ancestral set of SAM-binding proteins. Although
less diverse than the present-day variety of SAM-binding
proteins, this set is far from simple. Interestingly, it con-
sists of proteins with α/β architecture and is depleted of
all-α and all-β proteins, as seems to be the case for other
categories of ancestral enzymes [117] and perhaps non-
enzymatic proteins too [118].
The substrates and molecular functions of many of these
enzymes are hard to ascertain. Ancient enzymes may have
had broader specificities than their present-day descend-
ants [119], but several pathways nevertheless emerge from
the analysis of the SAM-binding proteome of the LUCA
(Table 2). The common ancestor of bacteria, archaea and
eukarya appears to have been able to synthesize SAM de
novo, from ATP and methionine; to use it for methylation
of RNA bases and, probably, proteins such as translation
factors; to decarboxylate SAM; and to synthesize
polyamines with the aid of dcSAM. In addition, LUCA had
the capacity for generating SAM radicals.
Slightly less restrictive evolutionary model enlarges the set
of SAM-binding proteins in LUCA, mostly by increasing
the number of paralogs in Class I MT and SAM-radical
families, but also by supplementing the set with SPOUT
methyltransferases. Further sequence and structure com-
parison may provide for more detailed understanding of
these ancestors, perhaps even to the point of reconstruct-
ing the ancestral sequences and studying the ancient SAM-
binding proteins in the laboratory.
Conclusion
There are 15 distinct superfamilies of SAM-binding pro-
teins, at least 5 of which may have been represented in the
last common ancestor.
Methods
Analysis of multiple sequences in the batch mode was
handled using the SEALS package [120].
Iterative database searches with position-specific weight
matrices (PSSMs) were performed using the PSI-BLAST
program, with the expectation value for inclusion into the
PSSM (-h parameter) set at 0.01, unless otherwise indi-
cated [121]. Additional profile searches were carried out
using hidden Markov models generated from alignments
of protein domains using the hmmsearch program of the
HMMER2 package [122].
Multiple alignments of protein sequences were con-
structed in an iterative fashion, alternating between
sequence and structure alignments [123]. Structural align-
ments of representative structures from the SCOP families
[107] were produced using CE-MC [124] and DALI [125].
The muscle program [126] was used to refine all
alignments.
The 3-dimensional structures of proteins were manipu-
lated using the Rasmol program and ribbon diagrams
were drawn using the PyMOL program [127].
The Metaserver approach [56] was used to interrogate the
network of programs that perform secondary structure
prediction and tertiary fold-recognition of proteins by a
variety of probabilistic matching and energy calculations
(here we used predictions from: PSIPRED [128], PROFsec
[129], SAM-T02 [130], FFAS03 [131], 3DPSSM [132],
BIOINBGU [133], ORFeus [134], FUGUE [135], and
Pcons server [136]).
Topology diagrams were created by using TOPS [137].
The inference of the ancestral presences/absences of the
COGs has been done by Mirkin et al. [138]; their model
was used in this study, with modifications described in
Mushegian [118].
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